


ICS TRAVEL GROUP is one of the first international DMCs to open our own offices in our destina-
tions and has since become a market leader throughout the Mekong region, Indonesia and India. 
As such, we can offer you the following advantages:

Global Network
With a centralised reservations centre/head 
office in Bangkok and 7 sales offices.

Local Knowledge and Network
We have operations offices on the ground at every 
major destination - making us your in-country expert 
for your every need.

Quality Experience
Our goal is to provide a seamless travel experience 
for your clients.

Competitive Hotel Rates
We have contract rates with over 1000 hotels and 
pride ourselves on having the most attractive pricing 
strategies in the region.

Full Range of Services and Products
Whether you request balloon rides in Myanmar or 
kayaking in Halong Bay, we can do it. Our portfolio 
includes the complete range of products for leisure 
and niche travellers alike.

Rapid Response
All quotation and booking requests are answered 
promptly and accurately, with no exceptions.

Innovative Online Booking Engine
Our booking and feedback systems are unrivalled 
in the industry.

Creative MICE team
Our team of experienced travel professionals in 
each country is accustomed to handling multi-
national incentives.

International Standards / Financial Stability 
All our operational offices are fully licensed 
and financially stable. All guides and drivers are 
thoroughly trained and licensed.
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The majesty of Angkor Wat, fishermen casting nets along the Tonle Sap, the bustling river-
front promenade at Sisowath Quay, tragedy at the Killing Fields and Tuol Sleng, a flash of 
colourful silk, tribesmen in remote Rattanakiri, the haunting beauty of Bokor National Park, 
stretches of white sandy beach – all this is Cambodia! Come and explore not only the world 
famous magnificent temples of Angkor Wat, but also the rich history and legacy of the Khmer 
empire as well as an adventurous tour in the mountainous landscapes and the shy wildlife.

CAMBODIA |  

ICS TRAVEL GROUP



Expedition to the South, 7 days |

Day 1 Phnom Penh – Kep |
By vehicle from Phnom Penh to Kep with sightseeing at 
Tonle Bati, Angkor Borei and Phnom Da.
Journey southwest to the province of Kep. Drive by 
vehicle from Phnom Penh to Kep with sightseeing in 
TAKEO. It is a province south of Phnom Penh with sev-
eral interesting historical sites including Angkor Borei. 
Continue to visit the TONLE BATI, a lake south of Phnom 
Penh with a beach and the impressive laterite temple 
of TA PROHM, on the site of a 6th century Khmer shrine. 
Discover ANGKOR BOREI, a 6th century monument. It 
is one of the few remaining sites with traces of the 
Kingdom of Funan. Finally explore PHNOM DA, a hill 
south of Angkor Borei with four artificial caves, built as 
shrines. Enjoy overnight in Kep.

Day 2 Kep |
After breakfast, start an excursion to the caves 
of Phnom Ta’aun, Phnom Sia and Kampong Trach. 
Around Kampot are a variety of caves worth explor-
ing. PHNOM TA-AUN and PHNOM SIA form part of a 
limestone formation with chimneys and intrigu-
ing rock formations, some of which are revered as

shrines. Around Kampong Trach is a series of lime-
stone caves carved into the side of the mountain, 
adorned with pagodas and shrines. Visit the pepper 
plantation. Afternoon at leisure. Overnight in Kep.

Day 3 Kep |
Enjoy an excursion by boat to Rabbit Island also 
called KOH TONSAY. It is commonly known as lovely 
and truly idyllic little island that sits offshore. It is 
located about half an hour by boat from Kep, with 
several pleasant beaches and a small community of 
fishermen families. The sea here is shallow and has a 
long slope, making Koh Tonsay excellent for walking 
and swimming. Afternoon at leisure. Overnight in Kep.

Day 4 Kep - Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) |
By vehicle from Kep to Kampong Som with sightseeing at 
REAM NATIONAL PARK. From Kep, travel to PREAK 
TUK SAP, visiting a pepper plantation, a durian  
plantation and a crocodile farm en route. Continue 
by boat downriver, past tropical forests and mangrove 
swamps. Many different kinds of birds and animals 
make their home in this area, located near Ream 
National Park. On the way visit fishing villages and 
try your hand at bird-watching or dolphin-spotting. 
Discover the offshore island of Koh Sampouch before 
arriving in Kampong Som. Overnight in Kampong Som.

Expedition to the  South

Day 5 Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) |
All day at leisure. Stay at the hotel or explore the 
countryside. Enjoy overnight in Kampong Som.

Day 6 Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) |
Enjoy all day at leisure. Overnight in Kampong Som.

Day 7 Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) |
By vehicle from Kampong Som to Phnom Penh. 
End of the tour.
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Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in Phnom Penh - a chaotic, energetic and always 
fascinating city. Enjoy an excursion to the CENTRAL 
MARKET, a covered market distinguished by its central 
dome built in 1937. It is filled with shops selling jewelery, 
fabrics and all kinds of souvenirs. Continue to SAMDECH 
SOTHEAROS BLVD, an area that is known for its rattan 
workshops including those that produce rattan furniture 
for domestic consumption and export. Enjoy a sunset 
cruise on the Mekong. Overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 2 Phnom Penh |
Start the day with an excursion to KOH DACH. Travel 
by boat to an island that is known for its production 
of fine silk. Travelers will also stop at local villages 
along the way to observe life along the mother of all 
waters, the Mekong River. Visit the RUSSIAN MARKET. 
The sprawling market is a labyrinth of stalls selling 
everything from CDs and DVDs to silks, crafts, antiques, 
foodstuffs and more. Continue to visit WAT PHNOM, 
the birthplace of the capital. According to legend, 
Phnom Penh was founded here when a woman 
named Penh found four Buddha statues and built 
the temple to house them. Overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 3 Phnom Penh – Siem Reap |
After breakfast, flight from Phnom Penh to Siem 
Reap. Enjoy an excursion to a silk farm and traditional 
craft workshops. Siem Reap and surrounding com-
munities are rich in diversity and culture. This half 
day tour will introduce the visitor to the traditional 
Khmer skills of carving and silk production. Start at 
the PUOK SILK FARM, located in the countryside.  
Visitors are shown the different steps in silk production from 
mulberry tree planting to silk weaving, from cultivation 
of mulberry bushes to the silk worms, turning into cocoons
and spinning to weaving. Finally, visit LES ARTISANS 
D’ANGKOR, a craft shop attached to an EU-sponsored 
school which teaches local apprentices traditional 
woodcarving, stone carving, lacquer ware painting, 
among other crafts. Take a tour of the workshops and 
learn about the craft processes before browsing in the 
stylish gift shop. Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Start the day with a healthy breakfast before pro-
ceeding to a sightseeing tour in Angkor. ANGKOR WAT 
which is the national symbol and the highlight of any 
visit to Cambodia. The largest, best preserved and 
most religiously significant of the Angkor temples, 
it impresses visitors both by its sheer scale and 
beautifully proportioned layout as well as the 
delicate artistry of its carvings. 

On the way, stop to enjoy the intricate stone  
carvings that adorn nearly every surface with some 1,700 
Apsaras or celestial dancers, sculpted into the walls. 
Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the day, but sun-
rise and sunset are especially beautiful times to watch 
the play of light on the stones. The next temple is  
ANGKOR THOM. Its fortified city covers an area of 
10 km2. Enclosed by a wall and wide moats, the city  
includes many of Angkor’s most popular sights. Enter by 
the monumental SOUTH GATE over a causeway lined on 
either side by statues of demons and gods each carrying 
a giant naga. Continue to the TERRACE OF THE  
ELEPHANTS former space for public ceremonies and 
adorned with dramatic bas reliefs. Visit the ruined 
BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS  
before continuing to the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. 
This temple is one of the most popular and compel-
ling in Angkor. Continue to TA PROHM, one of the 
most popular attractions of Angkor as much of the 
jungle has not been cleared and it looks very much as 
most of the Angkor monuments would have appeared 
when European explorers first stumbled across them. 
Visit SRAS SRANG, a basin opposite of Banteay Kdei  
measuring 800 by 400 meters with a tiny island in the 
middle where only the stone base remains of what 
was once a wooden temple. Proceed to the BAN-
TEAY KDEI TEMPLE, a massive Buddhist temple dating 
from the second half of the 12th century. Watch 
the sunset over the Cambodian countryside from 
the upper terraces of an ancient Angkorian temple. 
Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 5 Siem Reap - Phnom Penh |
Take transfer to the airport and take a flight from Siem 
Reap to Phnom Penh. Start the Sightseeing tour in Phnom 
Penh, with a visit to CHAMPEY ACADEMIC SCHOOL and 
PRAYUVONG BUDDHA FACTORIES. Today’s tour focuses on 
the Cambodia’s rich artistic traditions. Foremost among 
these is the KHMER APSARA DANCE, a sophisticated art 
form that takes years of training to master, starting 
from a very early age. Visit the Apsara Arts Association 
and observe how young apprentice Apsara dancers train 
to achieve the agility and grace needed to be star bal-
lerinas. Continue to the PRAYUVONG BUDDHA FACTORY. 
Watch the restoration of Buddha statuary and ritual  
objects destroyed by the Khmer Rouge and the creation 
of modern masterpieces for devotional use. In the af-
ternoon deepen your insight into Cambodia’s cultural 
heritage with a visit to the ROYAL PALACE, the adjacent 
SILVER PAGODA, also known as the Pagoda of the Emer-
ald Buddha and the elegant NATIONAL MUSEUM which 
contains a comprehensive collection of Khmer Art. Visit 
Tabita work shop. Overnight in Phnom Penh. 

Day 6 Phnom Penh |
Transfer to the Airport for departure. End of the tour.

REMARK | On Day 1, please note that the Central  
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual.

Day 1 Phnom Penh - Kratie |
Start the day with travelling by vehicle from Phnom 
Penh to Kratie. Enjoy sightseeing in Kratie. The  
provincial capital is a pleasant, small riverside town 
on the banks of the Mekong River. Visit the dolphin 
observation park located just north of town and  
enjoy an hour-long boat trip past peaceful rural  
scenery as you watch out for a rare sighting of one 
of the 50 endangered Irrawaddy freshwater dolphins 
that inhabit this stretch of the river. On the way back, 
stop at WAT PHNOM SAMBOK. Overnight in Kratie.
 

Day 2 Kratie – Banlung |
Travel by vehicle from Kratie to Banlung, the provincial 
capital of Rattanakiri. It is the home of many ethnic 
hill tribes. Visit YEAK LOUM LAKE Overnight in Banlung.

Day 3 Banlung |
Start the day with an excursion by vehicle from 
Banlung to TA VEANG and visit many of the  
different minority villages in the area. Groups include 
the Jarai, Tumpoun, Krueng, Kra Chok and Kavet.  
After that continue by local ferry boat across the river. 
Overnight in Banlung. 

Day 4 Banlung |
Travel by vehicle to VEUN SAI, a Toumpoun village with 
a particularly impressive cemetery. After exploring the 
village, continue by local ferry boat across the river 
to a nearby Lao and Chinese village. Time permitting, 
visit a Kreung village before returning to Banlung. 
Overnight in Banlung.

Day 5 Banlung | 
Drive by vehicle from Banlung to the village of  
ANDOUNG MEAS and embark on a boat to PHOUM DAL 
or another Jarai village. The Jarai are an ethnic minority 
who dwell in traditional stilt houses. Their beliefs are 
polytheistic and they follow elaborate funerary  
customs, carving fascinating funerary totems out of wood.  
After exploring the village, enjoy a picnic lunch on the 
riverbanks and return to Banlung by boat and vehicle. 
Overnight in Banlung. 

Day 6 Banlung - Kampong Cham | 
Start the tour by vehicle from Banlung to Kampong 
Cham. Travel southwards via Chhlong. Overnight in 
Kampong Cham.

Day 7 Kampong Cham | 
Start the day with sightseeing in Kampong Cham, 
a lively port on the banks of the Mekong River with 
some good examples of colonial-era architecture. 
After visting the LOCAL MARKET and exploring the 
town, travel in to the countryside to PHNOM PROS 
and PHNOM SREI. According to local tradition, two 
teams of men and women competed to build a stupa 
on the summit of each hill before dawn. Continue 
further to WAT NOKOR BAYON, a thriving modern-day 
monastery. Travel by vehicle from Kampong Cham to 
Phnom Penh. End of the tour.

REMARK | On Day 6, please note that this visit  
depends on road conditions at the time of travel.

Arts & Crafts, 6 days |

Arts & Crafts

Northeast Highlands

Northeast Highlands, 7 days |
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Cambodian Circuit, 7 days |

Cambodian Circuit

Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in Phnom Penh and transfer to the hotel.  
Explore Phnom Penh a chaotic, energetic and always 
fascinating city with graceful tree-lined boulevards and 
riverfront promenades are reminders of bygone eras.
Start the tour into Cambodia’s cultural heritage with 
a visit to the ROYAL PALACE and the adjacent SILVER 
PAGODA also known as the Pagoda of the Emerald 
Buddha. Continue to the elegant NATIONAL MUSEUM, 
which contains a comprehensive collection 
of Khmer Art. Finally, explore the modern-day city, 
visiting one of Phnom Penh’s two great markets. 
The CENTRAL MARKET, located in a distinctive 
domed Art Deco building or the sprawling RUSSIAN 
MARKET, a labyrinth of stalls selling everything from 
CDs and DVDs to silks, crafts, jewelery and more. 
Check in at the hotel. Overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 2 Phnom Penh |
After breakfast, start an excursion to Takeo  
Province. It is located south of Phnom Penh with 
several interesting historical sites including Angkor 
Borei. Discover TONLE BATI, a lake south of Phnom 
Penh with a beach and the impressive laterite  
temple of Ta Prohm. Explore ANGKOR BOREI, a 6th 
century monument which is one of the few remaining 
sites with traces of the Kingdom of Funan.
Afterwards visit PHNOM DA, a hill south of Angkor 
Borei with four artificial caves, built as shrines. On 
top of the hill is a square laterite tower. Retire back 
to the hotel. Overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 3 Phnom Penh - Kampong Cham - Kampong Thom |
After breakfast, travel by vehicle from Phnom Penh 
to Kampong Cham. Discover this lively port on the 
banks of the Mekong River with some good exam-
ples of colonial-era architecture. After visiting the  
LOCAL MARKET and exploring the town, travel into the  
countryside to PHNOM PROS (Man Hill) and PHNOM 
SREI (Woman Hill). According to local tradition, two 
teams of men and women competed to build a stupa 
on the summit of each hill before dawn. 

Continue to visit WAT NOKOR BAYON, a thriving 
modern-day monastery founded on a 11th centu-
ry Mahayana Buddhist shrine. Enjoy the colourful 
shrine at the peak as well as lovely views over the 
surrounding countryside. Retire back to the hotel. 
Overnight in Kampong Thom.

Day 4 Kampong Thom – Siem Reap |
After breakfast, start a sightseeing tour around 
Kampong Thom. Travel just outside the city to see 
key archaeological sites, starting with SAMBOR 
PREI KUK, perhaps the most important grouping of  
pre-Angkorian monuments in Cambodia. Explore the 
main central complex and gain an insight into the 
early architectural styles of Cambodia. Afterwards, 
continue to the modern-day shrines of WAT ANDRI, a 
thriving monastery. Proceed by vehicle from Kampong 
Thom to Siem Reap. Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 5 Siem Reap |
Start the day with a healthy breakfast before  
proceeding to a sightseeing tour in Angkor. Start with 
the crowning jewel of Khmer architecture. ANGKOR 
WAT is the national symbol and the highlight of any 
visit to Cambodia. The largest, best preserved and 
most religiously significant of the Angkor temples, 
it impresses visitors both by its sheer scale and  
beautifully proportioned layout as well as the  
delicate artistry of its carvings. On the way stop to 
enjoy the intricate stone carvings that adorn nearly 
every surface with some 1,700 Apsaras or celestial 
dancers, sculpted into the walls.
Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the day but 
sunrise and sunset are especially beautiful times to 
watch the play of light on the stones. Visit ANGKOR 
THOM. The fortified city of ANGKOR THOM covers an 
area of 10 km2. Enclosed by a wall and wide moats 
the city includes many of Angkor’s most popular 
sights. Enter by the monumental SOUTH GATE over a  
causeway lined on either side by statues of demons 
and gods each carrying a giant naga. 

Continue to the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS 
and the TERRACE OF THE LEPER KINGS, former 
spaces for public ceremonies both adorned with  
dramatic bas reliefs. Visit the ruined BAPHUON, ROYAL  
ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS before continuing 
to the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. It’s one of the 
most popular and compelling in Angkor, explore the  
galleries of beautifully preserved bas reliefs and  
ascend narrow stairs to reach the central sanctu-
ary and find giant stone faces smiling enigmatically 
down from every angle. Continue to TA PROHM. It is 
one of the most popular attractions of Angkor. Watch 
the sunset over the Cambodian countryside from the  
upper terraces of an ancient Angkorian temple. Retire 
back to the hotel. Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 6 Siem Reap |
Start the tour with a visit of BANTEAY SREI TEMPLE. 
Seemingly miniature in comparison to the other  
Angkor temples it is considered to be the jewel of 
classical Khmer art. Because of its small size, fairy 
like atmosphere and extraordinary examples of 
Khmer sculpture, this temple is often a favorite with 
visitors. Discover BANTEAY SAMRE a mid-12th century 
temple dedicated to the god Vishnu. Proceed with an  
excursion to the KAMPONG KLEANG by boat. The place 
is situated on the north shore of Tonle Sap Lake. This 
boat trip will explore the floating fishing villages that 
live at the edges of the lake, passing submerged for-
ests and fishing farms. Retire back to the hotel and 
enjoy overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 7 Siem Reap |
After breakfast, start the day with a sightseeing 
tour in Angkor. Visit PREAH KHAN, covering a very 
large area but the temple itself is enclosed within a  
rectangular wall of around 700 by 800 meters. Con-
tinue to the NEAK PEAN TEMPLE, a Buddhist temple 
consisting of a square pool with four smaller square 
pools arranged on each axis. Afterwards, visit the PRE 
RUP TEMPLE. It consists of a pyramid shaped temple 
with the upper-most of the three tiers carrying five 
square shrines arranged as a quincunx. Continue to 
TA SOM. It was built in the late 12th century. In the 
afternoon, visit the EASTERN MEBON, which is located 
on a former islet in the centre of the Eastern Baray. 
The base of the temple is guarded at its corners by 
stone figures of harnessed elephants. Transfer to the 
airport. End of the tour. 

REMARK | On Day 1, please note that the Central 
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual.
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Cambodian Coastal 
Experience, 6 days |

Day1 Phnom Penh |
Arrive in Phnom Penh in the early morning and  
transfer to the Hotel. Explore PHNOM PENH by Cyclo, a  
chaotic energetic and always fascinating city. Graceful  
tree-lined boulevards and riverfront promenades 
are reminders of bygone eras. Start the tour at WAT 
PHNOM, the birthplace of the capital. Continue the 
tour with an insight into Cambodia’s cultural heritage 
with a visit to the ROYAL PALACE and the adjacent  
SILVER PAGODA also known as the Pagoda of the  
Emerald Buddha. Continue to the elegant NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, which contains a comprehensive collection 
of Khmer Art. Finally, explore the modern-day city, 
visit one of Phnom Penh’s two great markets. The  
CENTRAL MARKET, located in a distinctive domed Art Deco  
building or the sprawling RUSSIAN MARKET, a labyrinth 
of stalls selling everything from CDs and DVDs to silks, 
crafts, jewelry and more. In the evening, sit back and 
relax on a sunset cruise on the Mekong passing tropical 
scenery. Retire back to the hotel and enjoy overnight 
in Phnom Penh.

Day 2 Phnom Penh – Kampot |
Journey southwest to the province of Kampot with 
a stop at the TONLE BATI. The lake lies south of 
Phnom Penh with a beach and the impressive laterite 
temple of Ta Prohm. After that visit ANGKOR BOREI, 
a 6th century monument, built in laterite by King  
Rudravarman of Funan. 

Day 5 Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) |
The morning is reserved for a Cooking Class at Khmer 
cookery located just outside downtown. Enjoy a 
fruit tasting, before starting to cook the 4 dishes on 
the menu which are traditional Khmer recipes. The  
afternoon is free at leisure. Overnight in Kampong 
Som.

Day 6 Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) – Phnom Penh |
Drive back to Phnom Penh by vehicle and transfer to 
the airport for onward destination. End of the tour.

REMARK | On Day 1, please note that the Central 
Market is currently under construction. This will 
last for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as 
usual. The total cycling distance on day 3 may vary 
depending on the fitness level of the participants.

It is one of the few remaining sites with traces of the 
Kingdom of Funan (a kingdom influenced by India and 
thought to have spread as far as southern Burma and 
Indonesia). Overnight in Kep. 

Day 3 Kampot - Kep |
In the morning, begin cycling to the former colonial 
seaside resort at Kep, stopping for a visit at the SOR 
SOEA CAVES and PHNOM CHHNORK. The Limestone 
Mountains in this area are riddled with cave forma-
tions, many of which are revered as sacred shrines. 
Explore the various chimneys, passageways and rock 
formations, and visit the small pagodas and shrines 
erected over the years. After exploring the caves and 
the town of Kep, enjoy lunch and spent the afternoon 
at leisure on the beach or discovering more of the 
area. Total distance cycled  is approximately 35-40 
km. Enjoy sunset boat trip in Kampot. Overnight in 
Kampot.

Day 4 Kep – Kampong Som (Sihanoukville) |
Enjoy an excursion by boat to Rabbit Island also 
called KOH TONSAY. It is commonly known as lovely 
and truly idyllic little island that sits offshore. It is 
located about half an hour by boat from Kep, with 
several pleasant beaches and a small community of 
fishermen families. 

The sea here is shallow and has a long slope,  
making Koh Tonsay excellent for walking and swim-
ming. After that journey one of the most scenic roads in  
Cambodia, crossing two rivers and travelling between 
the Dombrey Mountains on the right side and the Gulf 
of Thailand on the left to Kampong Som. Overnight in 
Kampong Som.

Cambodian Coastal Experience
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Culture  History  Heritage | 

Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in Phnom Penh, the capital and the most im-
portant centre of economy in Cambodia, transfer 
to the hotel and overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 2 Phnom Penh |
Explore Phnom Penh, a chaotic energetic and always 
fascinating city. Graceful tree-lined boulevards and 
riverfront promenades are reminders of bygone eras. 
Start the tour into Cambodia’s cultural heritage with
 a visit to the ROYAL PALACE, the adjacent SILVER PAGO-
DA also known as the Pagoda of the Emerald Buddha. 
Continue to the elegant NATIONAL MUSEUM, which 
contains a comprehensive collection of Khmer Art. 
Finally explore the modern-day city, visiting one of 
Phnom Penh’s two great markets. The CENTRAL MARKET, 
located in a distinctive domed Art Deco building or 
the sprawling RUSSIAN MARKET, a labyrinth of stalls 
selling everything from CDs and DVDs to silks, crafts, 
jewellery and more. Continue to TUOL SLENG (S-21). 
Learn about a chapter from Cambodia’s more recent, 
tragic past at the TUOL SLENG MUSEUM. Formerly the 
Tuol Svay Prey High School, in 1975 this became the 
interrogation and torture facility for the Khmer Rouge 
regime - at that time known as Security Prison 21, 
or simply S-21. After that discover the Killing Fields, 
just outside Phnom Penh. In a peaceful rural setting 
they provide a stark reminder of the atrocities under 
the Pol Pot regime. Enjoy overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 3 Phnom Penh - Siem Reap |
After breakfast, flight from Phnom Penh to Siem 
Reap. Start the day with a visit of ANGKOR THOM. Its  
fortified city covers an area of 10 km2. Enclosed by 
a wall and wide moats, the city includes many of  
Angkor’s most popular sights. Enter by the monumen-
tal SOUTH GATE over a causeway lined on either side 
by statues of demons and gods each carrying a giant 
naga. Continue to the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS 
and the TERRACE OF THE LEPER KINGS, former spaces 
for public ceremonies both adorned with dramatic bas 
reliefs.
Visit the ruined BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE and 
PHIMEANAKAS before continuing to the mysterious 
BAYON TEMPLE. This temple is one of the most  
popular and compelling in Angkor. Visit PRAH KHAN 
with towered enclosures and shoulder hugging corri-
dors in a jungle setting. It covers a very large area but 
the temple itself is enclosed within a rectangular wall 
of around 700 by 800 meters. Watch the sunset over 
the Cambodian countryside from the upper terraces 
of an ancient Angkor temple. Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Start the day with a healthy breakfast before  
proceeding to a sightseeing tour in Angkor. Start the 
tour with ANGKOR WAT, the crowning jewel of Khmer 
architecture, the national symbol and the highlight of 
any visit to Cambodia. The largest, best preserved and 
most religiously significant of the Angkor temples, it  
impresses visitors both by its sheer scale and beautifully 
proportioned layout as well as the delicate artistry of its 
carvings. On the way, stop to enjoy the intricate stone 
carvings that adorn nearly every surface with some 1,700 
Apsaras or celestial dancers, sculpted into the walls.  
Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the day, but sunrise 
and sunset are especially beautiful times to watch the 
play of light on the stones. In the afternoon, discover 
the KAMPONG KLEANG by boat. It is located about 50 
km from Siem Reap town. The road to the site is good 
but rather narrow. This boat trip will explore the floating 
fishing villages that live at the edges of the lake, passing 
submerged forests and fishing farms. Overnight in Siem 
Reap.

Day 5 Siem Reap |
Transfer to the airport. End of the tour.

REMARK | On Day 2, please note that the Central 
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual.

Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in Phnom Penh and check in at the hotel.  
Explore a chaotic, energetic and always fascinating 
city with graceful tree-lined boulevards and river-
front promenades are reminders of bygone eras.
Start the tour into Cambodia’s cultural heritage with 
a visit to the ROYAL PALACE and the adjacent SILVER 
PAGODA, also known as the Pagoda of the Emerald 
Buddha. Continue to the elegant NATIONAL MUSEUM, 
which contains a comprehensive collection of Khmer 
Art. Finally, explore the modern-day city, visiting one 
of Phnom Penh’s two great markets, the CENTRAL 
MARKET, located in a distinctive domed Art Deco or 
the sprawling RUSSIAN MARKET, a labyrinth of stalls 
selling everything from CDs and DVDs to silks, crafts, 
jewellery and more. Retire back to the hotel and  
enjoy overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 2 Phnom Penh - Siem Reap |
Start another day by taking a transfer to the airport. 
Flight from Phnom Penh to Siem Reap and check in at 
the hotel.  

Visit the fortified city of ANGKOR THOM, which  
covers an area of 10 km2. Enter by the monumental 
SOUTH GATE over a causeway lined on either side by  
statues of demons and gods, each carrying a giant 
naga. Continue to the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS 
and the TERRACE OF THE LEPER KINGS, former spaces 
for public ceremonies, both adorned with dramatic 
bas reliefs. Continue to the ruined BAPHUON, ROYAL 
ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS before continuing to 
the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. In this temple, one 
of the most popular and compelling in Angkor, explore 
the galleries of beautifully preserved bas reliefs.  
Proceed to TA PROHM, one of the most popular attrac-
tions of Angkor. Watch the sun set over the Cambodian 
countryside from the upper terraces of an ancient 
Angkor temple. Enjoy the overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 3 Siem Reap | 
Start the day with a healthy breakfast before  
proceeding to a sightseeing tour in Angkor. Start the 
day with the crowning jewel of Khmer architecture,  
ANGKOR WAT. It is the national symbol and the highlight 
of any visit to Cambodia. The largest, best preserved 
and most religiously significant of the Angkor temples, it  
impresses visitors both by its sheer scale and beautifully 
proportioned layout as well as the delicate artistry of its 
carvings. On the way, stop to enjoy the intricate stone 
carvings that adorn nearly every surface with some 1,700 
Apsaras or celestial dancers, sculpted into the walls.  
Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the day, but sunrise 
and sunset are especially beautiful times to watch the 
play of light on the stones. Continue to visit the BAN-
TEAY SREI TEMPLE. Seemingly miniature in comparison 
to the other Angkor temples, this is considered to be the 
jewel of classical Khmer art. The small size, fairy like  
atmosphere and extraordinary examples of Khmer 
sculpture, this temple is often a favourite for visitors. 
Proceeding to BANTEAY SAMRE, it is a mid-12th cen-
tury. Finally, visit PRE RUP, which consists of a pyramid 
shaped temple with the upper-most of the three tiers 
carrying five square shrines arranged as a quincunx.  
Enjoy overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Transfer to the airport for departure flight. 
End of the tour.

REMARK | On Day 1, please note that the Central 
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual.

Cambodia Classic 5, 5 days |

Cambodian Classic 2, 4 days |
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Day 1 Poipet – Siem Reap |
Cross the border around 8am. Arrival in Poipet. It 
is located on the Thai-Cambodian border. Continue 
travelling by vehicle from Poipet to Siem Reap. On 
the way, visit BANTEAY CHHMAR, a sprawling temple 
complex set deep in the Cambodian jungle. Dating 
from the 12th century, when it briefly served as the 
Khmer capital, the complex covers over nine square 
kilometres and is surrounded by a vast moat.  Within 
the compound are a number of well preserved bas 
reliefs and sculptures. Rarely visited by tourists, the 
temple’s remote and peaceful atmosphere makes it 
an unforgettable experience. Check in at the hotel 
and overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 2 Siem Reap |
Start the day with a healthy breakfast before proceeding 
sightseeing tour in Angkor. Begin the day with the crowning 
jewel of Khmer architecture, ANGKOR WAT is the nation-
al symbol and the highlight of any visit to Cambodia. The 
largest, best preserved and most religiously significant 
of the Angkor temples, it impresses visitors both by its 
sheer scale and beautifully proportioned layout as well 
as the delicate artistry of its carvings. On the way stop 
to enjoy the intricate stone carvings that adorn nearly 
every surface with some 1,700 Apsaras or celestial 
dancers, sculpted into the walls. Proceed to the forti-
fied city of ANGKOR THOM. It covers an area of 10 km2. 
Enclosed by a wall and wide moats the city includes 
many of Angkor’s most popular sights. Enter by the 
monumental SOUTH GATE over a causeway lined on ei-
ther side by statues of demons and gods each carrying 
a giant naga. Continue to the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS 
and the TERRACE OF THE LEPER KINGS, former spaces 
for public ceremonies both adorned with dramatic bas 
reliefs. Visit the ruined BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE 
and PHIMEANAKAS before continuing to the mysterious 
BAYON TEMPLE one of the most popular and compelling in 
Angkor. Watch the sunset over the Cambodian countryside 
from the upper terraces of an ancient Angkor temple. 
Retire back to hotel and enjoy overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 3 Siem Reap |
Continue sightseeing in Angkor. Visit the BANTEAY 
SREI TEMPLE. Seemingly miniature in comparison 
to the other Angkor temples, this is considered to 
be the jewel of classical Khmer art. Because of its 
small size, fairy like atmosphere and extraordinary 
examples of Khmer sculpture, this temple is often 
a favourite for visitors. Discover TA PROHM, one of 
the most popular attractions of Angkor. Proceed to 
the PRE RUP TEMPLE, which consists of a pyramid 
shaped temple with the upper-most of the three tiers 
carrying five square shrines arranged as a quincunx. 
Afterwards visit the PSAH CHAH (old market) in the 
middle of the town. It was destroyed by the Khmer 
Rouge in 1975 and reopened in 1996. It has many food 
stalls and souvenir shops. Retire back to the hotel. 
Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Travel by vehicle from Siem Reap to Poipet. 
End of the tour.

Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in Phnom Penh, the capital and the most im-
portant centre of economy in Cambodia. Transfer to 
the hotel, check in and overnight in Phnom Penh. 

Day 2 Phnom Penh |
Explore Phnom Penh, a chaotic energetic and always 
fascinating city. Graceful tree-lined boulevards and 
riverfront promenades are reminders of bygone eras.
Start the tour into Cambodia’s cultural heritage 
with a visit to the ROYAL PALACE, and the adjacent  
SILVER PAGODA also known as the Pagoda of the  
Emerald Buddha. Continue to the elegant NATIONAL 
MUSEUM, which contains a comprehensive collection of 
Khmer Art. 
Explore the modern-day city, visiting one of Phnom 
Penh’s two great markets. The CENTRAL MARKET, located 
in a distinctive domed Art Deco building or the sprawling 
RUSSIAN MARKET, a labyrinth of stalls selling everything 
from CDs and DVDs to silks, crafts, jewellery and more. 
Continue to TUOL SLENG (S-21) to learn about a chap-
ter from Cambodia’s more recent, tragic past. Formerly, 
the Tuol Svay Prey High School, in 1975, this became the 
interrogation and torture facility for the Khmer Rouge 
regime - at that time known as Security Prison 21, or 
simply S-21. Just outside Phnom Penh, in a peaceful rural  
setting, the KILLING FIELDS provide a stark reminder 
of the atrocities under the Pol Pot regime. Thousands 
of people were killed here between the years of 1975 
and 1978 and buried in mass graves. Enjoy overnight in 
Phnom Penh.

Day 3 Phnom Penh – Kampong Thom - Siem Reap | 
After breakfast, drive by vehicle from Phnom Penh 
to Siem Reap. Visit SAMBOR PREI KUK. It is located 
outside of Kampong Thom and is perhaps the most 
important grouping of pre-Angkorian monuments in 
Cambodia. Explore the main central complex and 
gain an insight into the early architectural styles of  
Cambodia. Visit the LES CHANTIERS ECOLES (Artisans 
d Angkor). This vocational centre trains 650 appren-
tices a year including 160 in fine arts and crafts trades 
united in the Artisan d Angkor production network. 
Watch the artisan at work. Continue travelling to Siem 
Reap and enjoy overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Start with sightseeing of ANGKOR THOM. This fortified 
city covers an area of 10 km2. Enclosed by a wall and 
wide moats the city includes many of Angkor’s most 
popular sights. Enter by the monumental SOUTH GATE 
over a causeway lined on either side by statues of de-
mons and gods each carrying a giant naga. Continue to 
the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS and the TERRACE OF 
THE LEPER KINGS, former spaces for public ceremonies 
both adorned with dramatic bas reliefs. Visit the ru-
ined BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS 
before continuing to the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. In 
this temple, one of the most popular and compelling in 
Angkor, explore the galleries of beautifully preserved 
bas reliefs. Continue to the TA PROHM, one of the most 
popular attractions of Angkor as much of the jungle 
has not been cleared and it looks very much as most 
of the Angkor monuments would have appeared when  
European explorers first stumbled across them. Finally 
discover the BANTEAY SREI TEMPLE. Seemingly minia-
ture in comparison to the other Angkor temples, this 
temple is considered to be the jewel of classical Khmer 
art. Because of its small size, fairy-like atmosphere 
and extraordinary examples of Khmer sculpture, this 
temple is often a favourite with visitors. Retire back to 
the hotel and enjoy overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 5 Siem Reap |
Start the day with an exciting tour to the high-
light of Siem Reap. The crowning jewel of Khmer  
architecture, ANGKOR WAT is the national symbol and 
the highlight of any visit to Cambodia. The largest, 
best preserved and most religiously significant of the 
Angkor temples, it impresses visitors both by its sheer 
scale and beautifully proportioned layout as well as 
the delicate artistry of its carvings. 

On the way, stop to enjoy the intricate stone 
carvings that adorn nearly every surface with 
some 1,700 Apsaras or celestial dancers, sculpted 
into the walls. Angkor Wat is stunning at any time 
of the day, but sunrise and sunset are especially 
beautiful times to watch the play of light on the 
stones. Transfer to the airport and end of the tour.

REMARK | On Day 2, please note that the Central 
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual. 

Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in Phnom Penh the capital and the most important 
centre of economy in Cambodia. Explore this chaotic, 
energetic and always fascinating city. Graceful tree-lined 
boulevards and riverfront promenades are reminders of 
bygone eras. Start the tour into Cambodia’s cultural 
heritage with a visit to the ROYAL PALACE, and the 
adjacent SILVER PAGODA, also known as the Pagoda of 
the Emerald Buddha. Continue to the elegant NATIONAL 
MUSEUM which contains a comprehensive collection 
of Khmer Art. Finally, explore the modern-day city 
visiting one of Phnom Penh’s two great markets. The 
CENTRAL MARKET, located in a distinctive domed 
Art Deco building or the sprawling RUSSIAN MARKET, 
a labyrinth of stalls selling everything from CDs and 
DVDs to silks, crafts, jewellery and more. Enjoy 
check in at the hotel and overnight in Phnom Penh.

Day 2 Phnom Penh – Siem Reap |
Continue the tour by Mekong Express Bus - Shuttle 
from Phnom Penh to Siem Reap. Arrival in Siem 
Reap. Enjoy the afternoon at leisure and overnight 
in Siem Reap.

Day 3 Siem Reap |
After breakfast, starting full-day sightseeing tour 
in Angkor. Visit ANGKOR THOM, the fortified city  
covers an area of 10 km2. Enclosed by a wall and 
wide moats, the city includes many of Angkor’s most  
popular sights. Enter by the monumental SOUTH GATE 
over a causeway lined on either side by statues of  
demons and gods, each carrying a giant naga.  
Continue to the TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS and 
the TERRACE OF THE LEPER KINGS, former spaces 
for public ceremonies both adorned with dramat-
ic bas reliefs. Visit the ruined BAPHUON, ROYAL  
ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS before continuing to the  
mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. This temple is one of the 
most popular and compelling in Angkor. Explore the 
galleries of beautifully preserved bas reliefs. Proceed 
to TA PROHM, one of the most popular attractions of 
Angkor. 
Continue to SRAS SRANG a basin opposite of Banteay 
Kdei measuring 800 by 400 metres with a tiny island in 
the middle where only the stone base remains of what 
was once a wooden temple. Afterwards visit BANTEAY 
KDEI TEMPLE. A massive Buddhist temple dating from 
the second half of the 12th century. It is surrounded by 
four concentric walls which measuring about 500 by 700 
meters. Explore fascinating ANGKOR WAT. The crowning 
jewel of Khmer architecture it is the national symbol and 
the highlight of any visit to Cambodia. The largest, best 
preserved and most religiously significant of the Angkor 
temples, Angkor impresses visitors both by its sheer scale 
and beautifully proportioned layout as well as the deli-
cate artistry of its carvings. On the way stop to enjoy the 
intricate stone carvings that adorn nearly every surface, 
with some 1,700 Apsaras, or celestial dancers, sculpted 
into the walls. Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the 
day, but sunrise and sunset are especially beautiful times 
to watch the play of light on the stones.

Culture  History  Heritage | 
Overland from Thailand 1, 4 days |

Overland Classic 2, 5 days |

Overland Classic 1, 4 days |
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Watch the sunset over the Cambodian countryside 
from the upper terraces of an ancient Angkorian 
temple. Retire back to the hotel. Overnight in 
Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Transfer to the airport for the onward flight. 
End of the tour. 

REMARK | On Day 1, please note that the Central  
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual.

Day 1 Siem Reap |
Arrival in Siem Reap, the fascinating capital of the 
same named province in Cambodia. Start with sight-
seeing in Angkor. The fortified city of ANGKOR THOM 
covers an area of 10 km2. Enclosed by a wall and wide 
moats the city includes many of Angkor’s most popular 
sights. Enter by the monumental SOUTH GATE over a 
causeway lined on either side by statues of demons 
and gods each carrying a giant naga. Continue to the 
TERRACE OF THE ELEPHANTS and the TERRACE OF THE 
LEPER KINGS, former spaces for public ceremonies 
both adorned with dramatic bas reliefs. Visit the ru-
ined BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS 
before continuing to the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE, 
one of the most popular and compelling in Angkor. 
Watch the sun set over the Cambodian countryside 
from the upper terraces of an ancient Angkor temple. 
Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 2 Siem Reap |
Start the day with a healthy breakfast before  
proceeding sightseeing in Angkor. The crowning jewel 
of Khmer architecture, ANGKOR WAT is the national 
symbol and the highlight of any visit to Cambodia.  
Being the largest, best preserved and most religiously 
significant of the Angkor temples, it impresses visitors 
both by its sheer scale and beautifully proportioned 
layout as well as the delicate artistry of its carvings. 
On the way, stop to enjoy the intricate stone carv-
ings that adorn nearly every surface with some 1,700 
Apsaras or celestial dancers, sculpted into the walls. 
Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the day but 
sunrise and sunset are especially beautiful times to 
watch the play of light on the stones.

Angkor Classic 2, 4 days |

Jungle Temples, 3 days |

Day 2 Phnom Penh |
Explore PHNOM PENH, a chaotic, energetic and always 
fascinating city. Graceful tree-lined boulevards and 
riverfront promenades are reminders of bygone eras. 
Start the tour into Cambodia’s cultural heritage with 
a visit to the ROYAL PALACE and the adjacent SILVER 
PAGODA, also known as the Pagoda of the Emerald 
Buddha. Continue to the elegant NATIONAL MUSEUM, 
which contains a comprehensive collection of Khmer 
Art. Finally stroll over one of Phnom Penh’s two great 
markets. The CENTRAL MARKET or the sprawling RUS-
SIAN MARKET, a labyrinth of stalls selling everything
from CDs and DVDs to silks, crafts, jewellery and more. 
Continue discovering the Killing Fields. Just outside 
Phnom Penh, in a peaceful rural setting, the KILL-
ING FIELDS provide a stark reminder of the atrocities 
under the Pol Pot regime. Proceed on and learn 
about a chapter from Cambodia’s more recent and 
tragic past at the TUOL SLENG MUSEUM (Museum of 
Genocide). Formerly the Tuol Svay Prey High School, 
in 1975 this became the interrogation and torture 
facility for the Khmer Rouge regime - at that time 
known as Security Prison 21, or simply S-21. Retire 
back to the hotel and enjoy overnight in Phnom Penh. 
 
Day 3 Phnom Penh |
Transfer to the airport for departure. End of the 
tour.

REMARK | On Day 2, please note that the Central 
Market is currently under construction. This will last 
for 5 – 6 years, but the market can be visited as usual. 

Day 1 Phnom Penh – Kampong Thom |
Travel by vehicle from Phnom Penh to Kampong Cham 
and enjoy a sightseeing tour. It is a lively port on the 
banks of the Mekong River with some good examples of 
colonial-era architecture. After visit the LOCAL MAR-
KET and explore the town, travel into the countryside 
to PHNOM PROS (Man Hill) and PHNOM SREI (Woman 
Hill). According to local tradition, two teams of men 
and women competed to build a stupa on the summit 
of each hill before dawn. Proceed further to WAT NO-
KOR BAYON, a thriving modern-day monastery founded 
in 11th century. Continue further by vehicle from 
Kampong Cham to Kampong Thom. Transfer to the ho-
tel and check in. Enjoy overnight in Kampong Thom.

Day 2 Kampong Thom – Siem Reap |
Take a journey northwest through the Tonle Sap 
basin to Kampong Thom and visit its beautiful sur-
roundings. Discover the key archaeological sites, 
starting with SAMBOR PREI KUK, perhaps the most 
important grouping of pre-Angkorian monuments in 
Cambodia. Explore the main central complex and 
gain an insight into the early architectural styles 
of Cambodia. Afterwards, continue to the modern-
day shrines of WAT ANDRI, a thriving monastery. Re-
turn by vehicle from Kampong Thom to Siem Reap. 
Check in at the hotel and overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 3 Siem Reap |
Transfer out. End of the tour.

Continue visit TA PROHM. It is one of the most popu-
lar attractions of Angkor. Proceed visit TA SOM, which 
was built in the late 12th century. Then visit NEAK 
PEAN TEMPLE. It is a Buddhist temple consisting of a 
square pool with four smaller square pools arranged 
on each axis. Afterwards discover PREAH KHAN, 
a temple with towered enclosures and shoulder 
hugging corridors in a jungle setting. Preah Khan 
covers a very large area, but the temple itself is  
enclosed within a rectangular wall of around 700 by 
800 meters. Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 3 Siem Reap |
Another exciting day of sightseeing with the  
ROLUOS GROUP TEMPLES. These monuments mark the  
beginning of classical art, as some of the earliest 
great temples built by the Khmer. They served as the 
capital of Indravarman. Continue to LOLEI, which 
was built on an islet by Yasovarman I, the founder of 
the first city of Angkor. The sandstone carvings in the 
niches of the temples are notable as are the Sanskrit 
inscriptions on the doorposts. Discover PREAH KO, 
erected by Indravarman I. There are inscriptions in 
Sanskrit on the doorsteps of each temple. 

Proceed to BAKONG, it is the largest and most  
interesting of the ROLUOS Group Temples and still has 
an active Buddhist monastery. Afterwards visit BANTEAY 
SREI TEMPLE. Seemingly miniature in comparison to the 
other Angkor temples it is considered to be the jewel 
of classical Khmer art. Because of its small size, fairy 
like atmosphere and extraordinary examples of Khmer 
sculpture, this temple is often a favourite with visitors. 
Discover BANTEAY SAMRE, a mid-12th century temple 
dedicated to the god Vishnu. Visit PRE RUP TEMPLE, 
that consists of a pyramid shaped temple with the up-
per most of the three tiers carrying five square shrines 
arranged as a quincunx. Overnight in Siem Reap.

Day 4 Siem Reap |
Transfer to the airport. End of the tour.

Day 1 Phnom Penh |
Arrival in the fascinating capital of Cambodia. Transfer 
to the hotel, check in and overnight in Phnom Penh.

Phnom Penh Stopover, 3 days |
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Day1 Trapeang Kreal – Stung Treng – Saem |
Arrival in Trapeang Kreal Cambodian/Laos border
By vehicle from Trapeang Kreal to Stung Treng
Visit Stung Treng Women Development Centre with 
lunch
Stung Treng Women Development Centre (SWDC) 
is located in Sre Po village near the Sekong 
River,established in 2001, by a local Cambodian cou-
ple, SWDC was conceived to meet the community’s 
needs.The project focuses on developing life skills 
that assist in breaking the cycle of poverty and illit-
eracy for vulnerable people, especially women. One 
of the outcomes is mekong blue silk products, now re-
garded as one of the finest silk products in Cambodia. 
The mekong blue silk products are 100% hand-woven, 
of high quality, unique and UNESCO award winners. 
Most importantly, their production allows not only 
preservation but cultivation of the hundred-year old 
tradition of silk-weaving. It is a product with spirit, 
truly a pleasure to own and any purchase makes a 
difference.
After Lunch by vehicle from Stung Treng to Saem. 
Overnight in Saem.

Day2 Saem – Preah Vihea – Siem Reap |
Excursion to Preah Vihear, by vehicle from Saem to 
Siem Reap. Enroute visit Koh Ker.
Prasat Preah Vihear has the most spectacular setting 
of all the temples built during the six-centuries-long 
Khmer empire. As a key edifice of the empire’s spiri-
tual life, it was supported and modified by successive 
kings and so bears elements of several architectural 
styles. Preah Vihear is unusual among Khmer temples 
in being constructed along a long north-south axis, 
rather than having the conventional rectangular plan 
with orientation toward the east. It dates from the 
reign of Suryavarman I. The climb to the top of the 
mountain is approximately 2 hours on shaded but 
steep mountain paths; alternatively, it is possible to 
ascend the mountainside by local truck.
Overnight in Siem Reap

Day5 Siem Reap |
Excursion to Phnom Kulen and Boeung Mealea
BENG MEALEA: a 12th century temple the size of Ang-
kor about 40 kilometers from the Bayon.  Beng Mealea 
is enclosed by a moat measuring 1200 by 900 meters. 
The temple is currently being reclaimed from the 
jungle as years of conflict left it neglected and almost 
forgotten. It is now one of the most popular remote 
temples owing to its wealth of classical bas reliefs.
Travel northeast from Siem Reap to KOH KER, a re-
mote group of early Angkorian ruins from the 10th 
century capital of Jayavarman IV. Several monuments 
and temples still remain, with some of the most in-
teresting being the pyramidal PRASAT THOM, PRASAT 
BRAM and PRASAT LEUNG.
Overnight in Siem Reap

Day6 Siem Reap |
Excursion to the Kampong Kleang with boat trip
Kampong Kleang is located about 50 km from Siem 
Reap town. The place is situated northeast shore on 
the edge of Tonle Sap Lake.  The road to the site is 
good but rather narrow. This boat trip will explore 
the floating fishing villages that live at the edges of 
the lake, passing submerged forests and fishing farms.
 Visit the Chantiers Ecoles (Artisans d Angkor)
LES CHANTIERS ECOLES: vocational centre trains 650 
apprentices a year including 160 in fine arts and crafts 
trades united in the Artisan d Angkor production net-
work. Guided tours through the different workshops 
like stone sculpture, woodcarving, polychromie, and 
watch the artisan at work.
Visit old market (Psar Chas)
PSAR CHAS: old market in the middle of the town de-
stroyed by the Khmer Rouge in 1975 and reopened in 
1996. It has many food stalls and souvenir shops. 
Enjoy dinner with show at The Smile of Angkor Over-
night in Siem Reap
Experience the revives of the great history of Angkor 
dynasty includes Buffet dinner.
Overnight in Siem Reap

Day 7 Siem Reap | 
Transfer to airport.

Day3 Siem Reap |
Sightseeing in Angkor
Visit Angkor Wat
The crowning jewel of Khmer architecture, ANGKOR 
WAT is the national symbol and the highlight of any 
visit to Cambodia. The largest, best preserved, and 
most religiously significant of the Angkor temples, 
Angkor impresses visitors both by its sheer scale and 
beautifully proportioned layout, as well as the deli-
cate artistry of its carvings. To approach the temple, 
first cross the vast moat, continuing along a broad 
causeway lined with naga balustrades. As you enter 
the main building, ascend through a series of galleries 
and courtyard before reaching the central sanctuary, 
which offers beautiful views back over the causeway 
and across the surrounding countryside. On the way, 
stop to enjoy the intricate stonecarvings that adorn 
nearly every surface, with some 1,700 Apsaras, or ce-
lestial dancers, sculpted into the walls. Along the out-
er gallery walls run the longest continuous bas-relief 
in the world, which narrates stories from Hindu my-
thology, including the famous Churning of the Ocean 
of Milk. Angkor Wat is stunning at any time of the day, 
but sunrise and sunset are especially beautiful times 
to watch the play of light on the stones.
Visit Angkor Thom
The fortified city of ANGKOR THOM covers an area of 
10 square km. Enclosed by a wall and wide moats, the 
city includes many of Angkor’s most popular sights. 
Enter by the monumental SOUTH GATE over a cause-
way lined on either side by statues of demons and 
gods, each carrying a giant naga. Continue to the TER-
RACE OF THE ELEPHANTS and the TERRACE OF THE 
LEPER KINGS, former spaces for public cermonies, 
both adorned with dramatic bas reliefs. Visit the ru-
ined BAPHUON, ROYAL ENCLOSURE and PHIMEANAKAS 
before continuing to the mysterious BAYON TEMPLE. 
In this temple, one of the most popular and compel-
ling in Angkor, explore the galleries of beautifully pre-
served bas reliefs and ascend narrow stairs to reach 
the central sanctuary, where you will find giant stone 
faces smiling enigmatically down at you from every 
angle.
Visit Ta Prohm
TA PROHM: one of the most popular attractions of An-
gkor as much of the jungle has not been cleared and 
it looks very much as most of the Angkor monuments 
would have appeared when European explorers first 
stumbled across them.
Visit a temple for sunset
Watch the sunset over the Cambodian countryside 
from the upper terraces of an ancient Angkorian 
temple.
Overnight in Siem Reap

Day4 Siem Reap |
Excursion to Banteay Srei
BANTEAY SREI: built in the late 10th century, it is 
a Hindu temple dedicated to Shiva.  The temple is 
square with entrances on the east and west.  Of main 
interest are the three central towers which are deco-
rated with male and female divinities and beautiful 
filigree relief work.
Lunch with cooking show at Bong Thom
Overnight in Siem Reap

Adventure Northern Cambodia, 7 days |
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Cambodia’s capital sits at the 
confluence of the Mekong, Bas-
sac and Tonle Sap rivers. Consid-
ered the loveliest of the French 
built cities of Indochina, it was 
founded as a small monastery in 
the late 14th century by a rich 
Khmer woman called Penh, after 
she found four Buddha statues in 
a tree trunk on the banks of the 
Mekong. She set up the monastery 
on a nearby hill - or ‘phnom’ as it 
is called in the Khmer language. 
These days, distinguished French 
colonial homes, tree-lined bou-
levards and charming colonial 
architecture dot the waterfront. 

Phnom Penh | 
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Possibly the best way to see 
the city is by cyclo tour to Wat 
Phnom, along Sisowath Quay 
and to other centrally located 
sites such as the Royal Palace. 

Around the city there are various 
attractions to discover along with 
experiences of local life, cultural 
heritage and natural beauty.
Please refer to our separate sec-
tion of excursions for more de-
tails.
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Sofitel Phnom Penh Phokeethra Hotel

This 5-star hotel with French colonial character features all the comforts of 
an international hotel and conference venue such as restaurants and bars, 
spa, fitness centre, swimming pool, sauna, business centre, tennis court 
and the largest ballroom in Cambodia. 

LOCATION | 
Located near the river and in the vicinity of modern offices and embassies.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel offers 201 guestrooms including 36 suites which are equipped 
with refined furnishings and modern technology, wooden floors, air-
conditioning, ceiling fan, spacious bathroom with separate shower 
bathtub, flat screen TV, wall mounted full audio-visual HD connectivity, 
DVD player and complimentary Wi-fi.

Raffles Hotel Le Royal 

Raffles Hotel Le Royal is the premier hotel in Phnom Penh. It was first es-
tablished in 1929 and in its early heyday enjoyed an international clien-
tele. It reopened in 1997, after a careful restoration and refurbishment 
programe by Raffles International. The grand historic hotel fulfils all 
the requirements of a modern world-class hotel with its facilities and 
amenities, but imparts an old-world charm through its style and decor.

LOCATION |
It is 20 minutes drive from the International Airport and within easy 
access of the city’s attractions.
 
ACCOMMODATION | 
Offers 170 Guest Rooms, Suites and Executive Apartments equipped 
with air - conditioning, IDD phones, hair dryer, in room safe, mini bar, 
refrigerator, cable TV and in-house movie channels.

NagaWorld Hotel 

This 5 star hotel is an integrated casino-hotel with a spacious spa, 
whirlpool and gym, as well as eight dining outlets and a night club. It is 
the largest hotel gaming facility in Cambodia.

LOCATION | 
The hotel is close to the Samdach Hun Sen Park, Silver Pagoda and Inde-
pendence Monument.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Furnished in modern Khmer style, the 501 rooms and suites in the 14-sto-
rey hotel wing are equipped with marble-floored bathrooms, broadband 
internet access, LCD TV, safety deposit box, coffee-/tea-making facilities 
and hairdryer. 

InterContinental Phnom Penh  

InterContinental Phnom Penh is a luxurious hotel set in a prime location 
in the centre of Phnom Penh.Experience the unmatched standards of 
comfort, fine dining, meeting rooms, wireless internet broadband ac-
cess as well as up to date e-services. The hotel also offers an outdoor 
swimming pool, spa/wellness facilities and sauna.

LOCATION | 
Only 10 minutes from  Airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 325 deluxe rooms and suites. Facilities include 
wired and wireless Internet access, TV with satellite channels, minibar, 
coffee/tea maker, separate bathtub and shower.
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Ohana Hotel 

This 4 star hotel features views from the roof top terrace overlooking 
the Mekong River or Royal Palace. Take a break from sightseeing next 
to the swimming pool, enjoy a cool drink in the poolside bar, dinner on 
the roof top restaurant or relax in the spa.

LOCATION | 
Tucked away next to the colourful Kandal Market, beside Phnom Penh’s 
trendy riverside area.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel offers 70 comfortable rooms, tastefully appointed with art deco 
and traditional Khmer furnishings including a work desk, minibar, safety 
box, cable TV, bathrobe, hairdryer and tea-/coffee making facilities. Free 
Wi-fi is available throughout the hotel.

Imperial Garden Villa & Hotel 

The Imperial Garden Villa & Hotel is located in the heart of the city near 
the Mekong River, which provides a cool breeze. The Imperial Garden Villa 
& Hotel offers a good range of facilities catering to the needs of both busi-
ness and leisure travellers. 

LOCATION |
Only 15 minutes drive from Airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All 127 are equipped with air - conditioning, TV, internet, mini bar, tea / 
coffee  making and hair dryer.

Hotel Cambodiana 

Whether on business or holiday, each of the numerous rooms at this 4-star 
property are designed to help guests relax in comfort and style. Located on 
the banks of the Mekong River, Hotel Cambodiana is a preferred sanctuary 
in Phnom Penh for many tourists.

LOCATION | 
20 minutes drive from Airport.

ACCOMMODATION  |
Features 238 rooms equipped with air conditioning, satellite TV, hair 
dryer, mini bar, iron and ironing board, IDD telephones, radio and pay-
per view movies.

Amanjaya Pancam Hotel

This hotel, with mixed Khmer decoration, offers a riverfront restaurant 
on the ground floor and an open terrace bar on the rooftop with won-
derful views of the river and the riverside life of Phnom Penh. 

LOCATION | 
Set opposite Wat Ounalom at the confluence of Mekong River and Tonle 
Sap River. The Royal Palace and the National Museum are within walking 
distance.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The 21 rooms and suites with views to the Tonle Sap River or Wat Ouna-
lom offer a private balcony with table and chairs and free Wi-fi. They are 
floored and furnished with Cambodian rosewoods and cushioned with natu-
ral textiles. 
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The Frangipani Royal Palace Hotel & Spa 

The Frangipani Royal Palace Hotel & Spa is the perfect base from which 
to explore Cambodia’s capital with a roof top pool and restaurant, spa, 
and spacious and comfortable rooms. 

LOCATION | 
The hotel is situated in the heart of Phnom Penh on the edge of the cities 
art district and couple of minutes’ walk from the bustling river front area 
and the historic Royal Palace.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All rooms feature elegant contemporary Cambodian design. Each hotel 
room has writing desk areas, a fridge/mini bar, a room phone, 70+ chan-
nel cable TV, tea and coffee making facilities, and complimentary drinking 
water each day. Internet access is available in all rooms via wifi and cable 
connection.

The Juliana Hotel 

The Juliana Hotel, at the gateway to the rich cultural heritage of 
Cambodia, is situated only a stone’s throw from the city’s business 
district. It is Phnom Penh’s premier business and leisure resort offer-
ing world class facilities at the heart of one of the world’s most 
fascinating cities. Facilities include an outdoor swimming poo and 
massage.

LOCATION | 
Located a short tuk-tuk ride from the city centre.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 97 guestrooms equipped with satellite TV, IDD phone, mini 
bar and 
internet.

Sunway Hotel Phnom Penh 

Sunway Hotel is located in Phnom Penh’s green belt at one of the 
capitals most exclusive addresses surrounded by colonial buildings 
such as the National Library and  the Post Office. All guest rooms are 
equipped with basic amenities that cater to the needs of both business 
travellers and leisure hunters.

LOCATION |
Only 15 minutes drive to the airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 138 rooms equipped with air - conditioning, IDD telephone, 
TV, hair dryer and tea/coffee making.

| Phnom Penh
Phnom Penh Hotel 

The Phnom Penh hotel offers elegance and grandeur with marble pil-
lars, spiral staircases and chandeliers. There is a selection of dining 
venues to choose from along with an outdoor swimming pool, jacuzzi, 
gym, massage, beauty centre, hair salon, and excellent business facili-
ties including meeting rooms and 2 ballrooms.

LOCATION | 
Only 10-minutes drive to the Airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 411 rooms equipped with air conditioning, IDD telephones, 
internet, safety deposit box, cable TV, hair dryer, mini bar, tea/coffee 
maker.
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King Grand Boutique Hotel  

The hotel is close to all tourist hot spots of the busy city, but offers pri-
vacy and comfort. There is the rooftop pool with a bar and 360 degrees 
view of the city, a restaurant, 2 bars and a luxurious rooftop suite.

LOCATION | 
The hotel is located perfectly - just five minute walk to the Royal Pal-
ace, Silver Pagoda, a short distance  to the National Museum, scenic 
riverside, shops, restaurants, and right across the  big park in the cen-
ter of Phnom Penh. 

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel offers 40 stylish, well equipped bedrooms and 2 swimming 
pools.

Hotel Cara 

Hotel Cara features 51 uniquely designed rooms, offering private balconies 
overlooking  the bustling urban metropolis and modern amenities to fit all the 
needs. Hotel Cara is the perfect accommodation, whether for exploring Cam-
bodia’s rich culture or seeking a safe haven for business. 

LOCATION |
Just a few minutes from the riverside nightlife and the historic Central 
Market.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All 51 uniquely designed rooms are equipped with air - conditioning, 
coffee / tea maker, hair dryer, internet.

Anise Villa Boutique Hotel 

Anise Villa exemplifies a new vision and trend in contemporary Cam-
bodian architecture marrying perfectly local elements with Western 
comfort. Anise Villa is also richly decorated with our own private col-
lection of contemporary Cambodian art by local and expatriate artists. 

LOCATION | 
It is just a 5 to 10-minute tuk-tuk ride away from all of Phnom Penh’s major 
attractions.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel features only 21 rooms to ensure at once intimacy and privacy.

Bougainvillier Boutique Hotel

This comfortable 3 star hotel with a fine French and Khmer dining op-
tion and a river view roof top bar features nicely furnished rooms.

LOCATION | 
Set at Quay Sisowath in the touristic and lively area. The Royal Palace, the 
National Museum and the night market can be reached within 3 minutes 
by foot.

ACCOMMODATION | 
38 rooms and suites come with air conditioning, cable TV, safety box, 
minibar, tea-/coffee making facilities, bathrobe, hairdryer and free ac-
cess to the internet.
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The Quay Boutique  

The Quay Hotel, along the riverfront, calls itself Phnom Penh’s first 
“carbon-friendly” hotel. An ideal base in exploring Phnom Penh’s 
vibrant energy and hidden charms, it is a pleasant stroll away from 
top Phnom Penh landmarks such as the National Museum, the Royal 
Palace, the Silver Pagoda and quaint streets dotted with charming 
cafes, designer shops and art galleries.

LOCATION | 
The Quay Hotel is a carbon-friendly, boutique hotel overlooking the 
Tonle Sap River and Mekong Rivers in Phnom Penh.

ACCOMMODATION  |
The Quay Hotel has 16 rooms: 8 Panorama Suites and 8 Standard 
Suites.

The TeaHouse Asian Urban Hotel  

TeaHouse is one of Phnom Penh’s newest hotels and is inspired by the 
world of Tea, a large Tea Lounge with a wide selection of cakes, ice-
creams and plenty more with a choice of over 30 kinds of teas.

LOCATION | 
TeaHouse is located within walking distance of the historical centre of 
Phnom Penh, where are located the Royal Palace, the Wat Botum (Royal 
Pagoda), the National Museum, the riverside with its bustling nightlife and 
the lively street 240, considered by many to be the shopping and dining 
centre of the city.

ACCOMMODATION | 
It offers 52 rooms with an Asian touch at affordable prices.

Patio Hotel and Urban Resort 

Located behind the Independence Monument in the historical center 
of Phnom Penh, Patio Hotel & Urban Resort offers all of the services 
you’d expect of a quality resort... right in the center of the city and 
the popular street with its shops, bar and restaurant.

LOCATION | 
The resort is closely to Independence Monument, Royal Palace, Silver Pa-
goda and National Museum River Front. It is just walking five minutes from 
some of the “must see” places in Phnom Penh. It is located behind the 
Independence Monument in the historical center of Phnom Penh.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The resort has 45 luxurious rooms and modern amenities, one swimming 
pool on the roof floor, a restaurant and a bar on the 7th floor.

Princess Hotel Phnom Penh

The Princess Hotel Phnom Penh is centrally located downtown in the 
prime business district. The Royal Palace and Independence Monument 
are close by. The Princess Hotel prides itself on its level of service. 

LOCATION | 
Only 15 minutes drive from the airport.  

ACCOMMODATION  |
Offers 77 rooms, 72 standard rooms, 3 superiors, and 2 royal suites.  
Rooms are equipped with air conditioning, mini bar, fridge, telephone 
and cable satellite.   

Pacific Hotel Phnom Penh

The hotel is ideally located in the heart of the city’s business district and 
serves modern business & leisure travellers alike. Pacific Hotel welcomes 
its guest with excellent service, a personal warm atmosphere and con-
temporary design to make their stay most enjoyable.  

LOCATION | 
Conveniently located in the heart of the city’s business district, close 
to shopping areas and other tourist spots.

ACCOMMODATION | 
There are 55 rooms nicely furnished rooms.
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The town of Siem Reap is the gateway to the stunning 
Angkor Wat temple complex. In addition to exploring 
and touring temples, visitors can also go to the Tonle 
Sap Lake, or tour sites in-town such as Chantiers Ecoles 
(Artisans d’Angkor) or Cambodia Cultural Village. In 
recent years, Siem Reap has experienced rapid growth 
with new hotels, restaurants, art galleries and spas; 
thus, visitors have many options for spending free time. 

The town can be reached by various means of transport, 
such as by road, by boat and international airport. Region-
al and International airlines offer frequent connections. 

Around the city there are various attractions to discover along 
with experiences of local life, cultural heritage and natural 
beauty. Please refer to our separate section of excursions for 
more details.

Siem Reap |
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Belmond La Residence D’Angkor 

La Residence D’Angkor is a deluxe boutique hotel built with a tribute 
to fascinating Khmer architecture. The spacious rooms and suites are 
exquisitely decorated using traditional hardwoods, bamboo and natural 
textiles such as silk and cotton. The pool area is surrounded by tropical 
plants and trees.

LOCATION | 
Located by the river and only minutes away from the Angkor Wat.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
Features 55 rooms equipped with air conditioning, broadband internet 
access, private safe, IDD telephones and luxury bathroom amenities.

Grand Soluxe Angkor Palace Resort & Spa 

Nestled invitingly within a spacious 11 hectare estate, the lush resort 
offers you the serenity of a secluded retreat whilst ensuring you are 
provided with every possible convenience. It is a perfect place to ex-
plore the legendary Angkor Temples and all the undiscovered treasures 
of Cambodia.

LOCATION |
Located a mere 10 minutes from the airport and city centre as well as 
20 minutes from the famed Angkor Wat. 

ACCOMMODATION |
Each of 259 elegant rooms, suites and modern technological con-
veniences such as broadband internet access, mini bar, TV, safety 
deposit box and air conditioning. 

Amansara Resort

Amansara is housed in the former guesthouse of King Sihanouk that 
served as his Cambodian retreat. With heartfelt honour Aman fine-tuned 
a classic sixties building into Siem Reap’s most tranquil and serene resort. 
The original swiming pool, now upgrdaed, still exists in the lush gardens 
while the restaurant is housed in the circular buidling. A spa specialises in 
papmering treatments and massages.

LOCATION | 
Approximately 15 minutes drive to the airport.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
The 24 suites are decorated in a classic Indochinese palette of cool grey, 
pristine white, dark timber and ivory with private courtyards and sooth-
ing water features.

Siem Reap |

Victoria Angkor Resort & Spa 

The five star Victoria Angkor Resort & Spa enjoys the comfort, elegance 
and superb refinement of the French Art de Vivre in the heart of Siem 
Reap. The Hotel is beautifully decoarted with wooden furniture and 
original Asian artefacts. A beautiful swimming pool is nestled among 
the tropical gardens. 

 LOCATION |
Located across from the Royal Palace and only 7 km away from  
the airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Featuring a Victorian touch, air conditioned rooms and suites come 
with dark furnishings, wooden floors, exclusive fabrics and all have 
private balcony facing the pool, tropical garden or the Royal Park origi-
nal artifacts.
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Sofitel Phokeethra Royal Angkor Golf & Spa 
Resort

Sofitel Phokeethra Royal Angkor is set among tranquil landscaped 
gardens and surrounded by beautiful trees. It is the closest hotel, right 
next to the stunning ruins of Angkor Wat. The hotel combines French 
and Khmer architecture to provide refined elegant accommodation.

LOCATION | 
Situated close to the magnificent Angkor Wat and just minutes away 
from the charming French Quarter, the banks of Siem Reap River and 
the airport.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
Features 238 rooms and suites equipped with air conditioning, hair dryer, 
mini bar, safe deposit box, satellite TV and tea/coffee maker.

Royal Angkor Resort 

The Royal Angkor Resort Siem Reap consists of a large compound located in 
beautiful gardens and surrounded by a tree-lined tropical space. Inspired 
by early 20th century architecture, the resort has its own unique theme 
with traditional Khmer decoration and handmade colonial style furniture. 

LOCATION | 
10 minutes drive from the town and 15 minutes from the Angkor Wat 
temples.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All 202 rooms are spacious, comfortable, and equipped with modern 
amenities.

Raffles Grand Hotel d’Angkor 

Embraced by 15 acres of beautifully landscaped French gardens, this 
legendary meeting place combines old-world grandeur with peace and 
tranquillity in one of the world’s most spiritual destinations. There is 
a swimming pool, ornamental gardens and various elegantly furnished 
dining areas. 

LOCATION | 
Located across from the Royal Palace, only 5 minutes drive from the 
main market and 15 minutes to the airport.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
Features 131 classically furnished rooms and suites with air condition-
ing, hair dryer, TV, CD player, broadband internet access facility, 
radio, IDD phones, private safe, tea and coffee making.

Le Meridien Angkor Hotel 

The closest hotel to the legendary temples of Angkor Wat, Le Meridien 
Angkor Hotel offers inspired interiors and all the amenities of modern 
living. This is blended with the traditional aspects to provide luxury  
that is contemporary. There is a slection of dining and drinking ven-
ues to enjoy and a large swimming pool overlooks extensive tropical 
gardens.

LOCATION |
Within minutes of the magnificent temples of Angkor and 14 km from 
the airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 223 rooms and suites equipped with TV, internet, mini bar 
and bathroom amenities.

| Siem Reap
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Anantara Angkor Resort and Spa 

As a member of the Preferred Boutique Hotels this is the latest addition 
to Siem Reap’s exclusive boutique hotels. The property features 
intimate gardens, fountains and Khmer architectural designs. It is truly 
an elegant ‘Grand Residence’ – one of a kind in Siem Reap.  

LOCATION | 
5 minutes from the airport, 10 minutes to the town centre and next 
door to Cambodia Cultural Village.

ACCOMMODATION  |
All 40 rooms are designed in a studio concept with handcrafted wood-
en furniture and equipped with IDD phone and mini bar. 

Shinta Mani Club 

Shinta Mani Club is a quiet and leafy setting within the township of 
Siem Reap. It is just a 15 minute tuktuk ride from the magnificent 
temples of Angkor Wat. 

LOCATION | 
It is just a fifteen minute tuk tuk ride from the magnificent Temples of 
Angkor Wat. It is also within walking distance to the Old market, the 
cafes and bars of the vibrant tourist trail and only footsteps from the 
tranquillity of the nearby riverfront. Nearby attractions include the 
Kings Palace and Royal Gardens.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Shinta Mani Club showcases 39 contemporary designed rooms and pub-
lic spaces in an Angkorian-inspired design. They offer comfortable and 
stylish accommodation with modern facilities.

Angkor Miracle Resort and Spa 

Angkor Miracle Resort & Spa is the 5-star hotel in Siem Reap. Bound by 
the belief that every memorable journey is a symphony of intelligent 
designed, breathtaking discoveries, impeccable service and all, sincere 
connection between people, Cambodia’s luxury resorts embodies each 
little experience that define just that they open their arms in warm 
embrace to people.

LOCATION | 
Situated in Siem Reap center, within 5 minutes to Phsar Chas market and 
pub street. Nearby attractions also include Angkor Wat, Phnom Bakheng 
and Bayon Temple.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Each of our 247 elegantly appointed rooms and suites are tastefully fur-
nished, boasting in-room amenities, modern technological conveniences 
and designed to satisfy the discerning travellers expectation.

Sokha Angkor Resort 

Sokha Angkor Resort is a brand new large scale full service resort. The 
waterfall behind the swimming pool is a centre piece of the resort that 
many balconies of the deluxe rooms are facing. The salt water swim-
ming pool is friendly to both your skin and eyes. The relaxed atmos-
phere throughout the resort keeps the guests relaxed.

LOCATION | 
Located between Angkor Wat and downtown Siem Reap.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
Features 274 rooms equipped with air - conditioning, hair dryer, iron 
and ironing board, clock radio, broadband internet, cable TV, mini bar, 
telephones and tea/ coffee maker.
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Angkor Riviera Hotel

The Angkor Riviera is convenitnely located not far from the river and 
the shopping and dining areas of Siem Reap. From here guests can also 
xplore the millennium-old temple ruins of the Khmer empire. 

LOCATION |
Located just 10 minutes away from the Siem Reap International Airport 
and the temples of Angkor.

ACCOMMODATION |
191 standard, superior, deluxe, family and suite rooms. In room 
facilities include in room safe, hair dryer, IDD telephone, TV, tea/
coffee making and mini bar.

Angkor Holiday Hotel 

The Angkor Holiday Hotel is conveniently situated at the heart of Siem 
Reap’s business district with fast & easy access to various restaurants 
and the popular entertainment places. Guests can enjoy the genuinely 
high level of service quality that creates a courteous and warmth atmo-
sphere to suit everyone’s needs. 

LOCATION |
10 minutes drive from Ithe airport and only 2 minutes from the Royal 
Palace.

ACCOMMODATION |
All 158 Rooms are equipped with mini bar, fridge, tea/ coffee making 
facilities, IDD phone and safe deposit.

| Siem Reap
Borei Angkor Resort and Spa 

Borei Angkor Resort and Spa offers guests the ambience of Khmer 
culture. The hotel’s main features are a large swimming pool and 
a spa offering a selction of treatments and massages in beautifully 
decorated treatment rooms. 

LOCATION | 
Located right in the middle of the historical town, Siem Reap. It is only 
7 km from the Angkor temples and a 15 minute drive from Siem Reap 
International Airport. 
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
Total of 188 rooms ranging from Deluxe, Landmark Rooms, Borei 
Suite and Royal Suite. Rooms are provided with cable TV, IDD tele-
phone, internet connection, air - conditioning, mini bar, in room 
safety box and tea and coffee making facilities.

Lotus Blanc Resort 

Enriched by conceptual French design, Lotus Blanc is known as a premier 
boutique resort characterized by her understated elegance offering holistic 
blend of romance and harmony. 

LOCATION |
Lotus Blanc Resort is ideally located in the heart of Siem Reap. It only 
takes 10 minutes from airport, 15 minutes to Angkor Wat temple, and 
2 minutes to Siem Reap major city attractions.

ACCOMMODATION |
With 100 rooms and suites newly refurbished and perfectly designed 
for our intimate residents, each room and suite offers an expression 
of harmony and romance. Each room also features a private balcony 
on a tropical landscape blending together between a coconut trees 
garden and a tropical swimming pool.
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Heritage Suites Hotel 

Heritage Suites Hotel is the only member of the Relais & Chateaux 
alliance in Cambodia. This boutique retreat is nestled in tropical 
surroundings, minutes away from the peaceful Siem Reap River and 
the town centre. Guest rooms are designed in a contemporary mini-
malist style, offering the utmost privacy and indulgent comfort. 

LOCATION |
Located next to Wat Polanka and 10 minutes away from the Angkor 
Wat Temples. 

ACCOMMODATION |
Features 26 rooms and suites  equipped with air - conditioning, TV, 
telephone, internet and hair dryer.

Empress Angkor Hotel 

Empress Angkor in Siem Reap, being one of the top rated hotels in Cam-
bodia, offers a complete experience of the Cambodian province. The 
comprehensive range of facilities make the place a paradise for the 
travellers who look forward to have a relaxing and memorable stay. 

LOCATION |
Only 5-minutes drive from the airport.

ACCOMMODATION |
Lavishly furnished rooms are provided with IDD phone, balcony, mini 
bar, air - conditioning, satellite TV, telephone, internet connection, 
tea/coffee making facilities and hair dryer.

Best Western Suites And Sweet Resort Angkor 

This boutique hotel with restaurant, bar and massage service is secluded 
and private. The villas face a traditional Khmer lake, similar to a typical 
floating village.

LOCATION | 
Located less than 10 minutes drive away from the main entrance of the 
temple complex and only a few minutes from downtown Siem Reap. 

ACCOMMODATION | 
Situated in a tropical garden, 9 exclusive villas with 18 suites offer a 
private pool surrounded by a wooden terrace. The suites in Khmer and 
contemporary style come with free WiFi, flat screen TV, air condition-
ing, safety box, hairdryer, minibar, tea-/coffee making facilities.

Angkor Village Resort

Opened in 2004, located halfway between the town centre and the 
Angkor Temple, Angkor Village Resort offers 40 cottage rooms in a 
rustic atmosphere. The resort provides a perfect blend of traditional 
hospitality and modernity, making it a preferred abode for discerning 
travellers.

LOCATION |
Centrally located and only 15-minutes drive from the airport.

ACCOMMODATION |
Features 40 cottage rooms equipped with air conditioning, TV, 
mini-bar, telephone and tea/coffee maker.
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Navutu Dreams

The luxury Mediterranean-style boutique resort, created by three Ital-
ians, opened in August 2012. It spreads over one hectare of tropical 
gardens and features a restaurant, bar, 2 pools, boutique, spa and a 
resident yoga teacher.

LOCATION | 
Located in a quiet residential area with a countryside flavour, just three 
minutes away from Siem Reap French Quarter and 5 km from Angkor Wat 
Temples.

ACCOMMODATION | 
18 spacious and beautifully decorated rooms with verandah within 5 
separate pavilions. The rooms have air conditioning, LCD satellite TV, 
fan, minbar and complimentary WiFi.

Memoire D’Angkor 

The boutique hotel offers a salt water pool, spa, gym, café, lounge, 
bar, cooking classes and daily seafood BBQ with traditional Apsara live 
performance in the restaurant. 

LOCATION | 
Conveniently located in the business and tourist area with ideal access to 
the commercial and entertainment hub in the city.

ACCOMMODATION | 
48 air conditioned comfortable rooms and suites with Zen decoration 
come with welcome fruit basket, bath robes, slippers, flat screen 
TV, safety box, desk and tea-/coffee making facilities. Complimen-
tary services are: laundry services (unlimited), minibar (replenished 
daily), local phone calls and WiFi.

Khemara Angkor Hotel 

Khemara Angkor Hotel offers an excellent location whether on business 
or holiday. Each room at this 4-star property is designed to help guests 
relax in comfort and style. Facilities include a sauna, massage, outdoor 
pool and fitness centre. 

LOCATION | 
Located only 3 km away from the city centre and only 3 km away from 
the airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 130 rooms and suites equipped with air conditioning, TV, hair 
dryer, telephone, safe deposit box, mini bar and tea/ coffee maker.

| Siem Reap

Angkor Century Resort & Spa 

Angkor Century Resort & Spa is Cambodia’s leading hotel showcasing 
Siem Reap’s 800-year old ethnic, artistic and cultural heritage. The 
relaxed atmosphere and rich colours of the Angkor Century Resort & 
Spa will complement your trip to Angkor Wat and create memories that 
will last a lifetime.

LOCATION |
Located only minutes from the temples of Angkor Wat and Siem Reap’s 
airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 190 rooms equipped with air - conditioning, TV and safe de-
posit box.
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Royal Empire Hotel 

Built around a stunning landscape, Royal Empire Hotel offers visitors 
both luxury and service. The hotel features 126 guestrooms and suites 
styled with eclectic Khmer touches and 21st century amenities. At 
Royal Empire Hotel guests can enjoy a dip in the outdoor pool, workout 
in the fitness centre, and indulge in massage and spa treatments while 
delighting in the splendour of historic and charming Siem Reap.

LOCATION | 
Conveniently located 10 minutes away from the Siem Reap Interna-
tional Airport and 5 minutes away from the Old Market.

ACCOMMODATION  |
All 126 guestrooms are provided  with air-conditioning, satellite 
TV, refrigerator, private bar, telephone and internet access.

Regency Angkor Hotel  

Regency Angkor Hotel in Siem Reap Angkor is an ode to this great city 
through awe inspiring architecture and decor, inspired by the former 
royal dynasty. This luxury hotel nestled along the main road to the 
historic city of Angkor.
 
LOCATION | 
It is located on the way to Angkor Wat and temples complex, near the 
city centre, day & night market places shopping areas and pub street 
and only 16 minutes from Siem Reap international airport.
 
ACCOMMODATION | 
Featured 51 rooms in various categories, the rooms are well de-
signed and equipped with modern facilities to satisfy the need of 
the most discerning travelers, these rooms surpass normal expecta-
tions.

Prince D’Angkor Hotel & Spa 

Prince d’Angkor Hotel & Spa is a sanctuary for tourists and corporate 
guests who expect excellent hospitality and friendly service. Built in 
traditional Cambodian style the hotel offers a beautiful pool area and 
a selection of restaurants. 

LOCATION |
Located in the heart of the city and is a few minutes drive from the 
airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 222 rooms and suites equipped with air conditioning, safe 
deposit box, mini bar, hair dryer, cable TV and telephones.

Saem Siemreap Hotel

Saem Siemreap Hotel is designed and professionally operated to pro-
vide its residents excellence in care and hospitality. Its elegant and 
unique Khmer architecture is boosted with cool and fresh air, flower 
fragrance and a salt-water pool at the center. Every service point is 
just a few steps away to give its residents perfect convenience in a 
relaxed atmosphere.

LOCATION | 
Located in the city center, just 5 minutes from the busy down-
town and pub streets and about 7 kms drive from Angkor Wat 
Temple and airport.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
The hotel is a newly opened 78-room luxury which is equipped with 
premium room amenities and facilities and services, according to Hotel 
Five Star Standard.
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Bopha Angkor Hotel

The 3-star hotel in traditional Khmer style with pool and tropical garden 
has a restaurant and a terrace on the bank of the Siem Reap River. Massage 
service is available. 

LOCATION | 
Located in the heart of Siem Reap, overlooking a romantic river, the hotel is 
an ideal starting point for excursions to the temples of Angkor. The restau-
rants and bars of Pub Street are within walking distance.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The facilities of the 38 rooms include windows, private bathroom, air 
conditioning, fan, minibar, safety box, TV, free WiFi and tea-/coffee 
making facilities.

Tara Angkor Hotel 

The Tara Angkor is furnished in contemporary style with traditional 
Khmer touches. The raised swimming pool is the ideal place to relax 
after a day at the temples. A large restaurant offers a selection of 
Cambodian and Western cuisine.  

LOCATION | 
15 minutes from the airport along the road to Angkor.
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
213 rooms elegantly decorated with modern day amenities includ-
ing air conditioning, TV and mini bar. Rooms are spacious, stylish 
yet cozy.   

Sojourn Boutique Villas 

This boutique hotel with unique accommodation features a salt water 
pool and swim up bar, a restaurant with optional dining experiences, a 
spa, cooking classes and regular traditional performances at their own 
Khmer theatre stage.

LOCATION | 
Nestled among rice paddies and palm trees in the surrounding countryside, 
this hideaway is located only a short drive from Siem Reap town and within 
walking distance of Wat Athvea temple.

ACCOMMODATION | 
10 private rooms offer either pool or tropical garden views. They are fur-
nished with modern design and Asian flare and have satellite TV, free WiFi, 
minibar, tea-/coffee making facilities, air conditioning, safety box, haird-
ryer, bathrobes, ironing board and iron.

Shinta Mani Hotel 

Stylish boutique hotel with restaurant and two bars, cooking classes, 
pool, spa and a small meeting room.

LOCATION | 
Within walking distance to the river and main shopping and dining ar-
eas, and 15 minutes tuk tuk ride to the temples of Angkor Wat.

ACCOMMODATION | 
39 contemporary designed rooms in a Khmer inspired style come with mod-
ern facilities like wall mounted DVD and LCD TV, soundbar, iPod dock and 
free WiFi. Artwork showcasing the images of Angkor complements the mod-
ern, minimalist and chic interiors. Conveniences include tea and coffee 
making facilities, minibar, safety box, hairdryer, bathrobes and slippers, a 
choice of pillows and a daily complimentary fruit selection.
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Steung Siemreap Hotel 

Steung Siemreap Hotel is one of the charming boutique hotels own by 
Cambodian, located in the heart of the City, Siem Reap Angkor, Cam-
bodia. Located in the French Quarter; Psah Chas (Old Market) retaining 
her true colonial French characteristics, wooden louvre french-win-
dows, doors and wooden floors complete with wrought iron balconies. 
The interiors whilst youthfully modern, bright airy and cheerful retain 
some semblance of her 1930’s art-decor characteristics with a hint 
Khmer flavour.

LOCATION | 
The hotel is right located on the edges of Old Market and Pub-street 
where both places are famous to all customers who travel to Siem 
Reap City.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The Hotel could accommodate 76 appointed rooms and suites.

FCC Angkor Boutique Hotel  

Renovated from the old French Governor’s mansion, art deco embraces 
chic hotel, creating an atmosphere of refined luxury and casual el-
egance. Defined by its lush green gardens and the salt-water swimming 
pool, the FCC Angkor embodies Cambodia’s tranquil pace of life: a ca-
sual swim, drinks in the garden, dinner on the terrace.

LOCATION | 
The FCC Angkor sits at the heart of Siem Reap Town, overlooking the 
Siem Reap River and just minutes away from Cambodia’s most alluring 
attraction, Angkor Wat.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 31 rooms and suite equipped with wooden floor, air condition-
ing, satellite TV, internet, mini bar, in-room safe, bathrobe, slippers, 
hairdryer and room amenities.

Angkor Paradise Hotel 

In the center of Cambodia’s historic city of Siem Reap, Angkor Paradise 
Hotel offers comfort, elegant, captivating and soothing accommoda-
tion of international standard to leisure and business travellers alike. 
The resort-style hotel is just a stone’s throw away from the city’s cul-
tural and shopping hubs, local markets and other sights of interest.

LOCATION | 
The hotel is situated only 3-minute walk to the Royal Residence, 
10-minute walk to the famous Old Market (Phsar Chas), the lively Pub 
Street and the bustling Night Market, 15-minute drive to the Angkor 
Wat Temple, and a short distance away from Siem Reap International 
Airport.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 169 rooms equipped with wooden floor, air conditioning, mini 
bar, in-room safe, hairdryer, satellite TV, telephone and internet
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Villa Kiara Boutique Hotel 

The two-storey French-style villa offers a restaurant with cooking 
classes, a pool surrounded by palm trees and a massage service. 

LOCATION | 
Located 8 minutes drive from the centre of Siem Reap in a quite suburb 
area.

ACCOMMODATION | 
17 spacious rooms with modern style, natural products and Cambodian 
handcrafts feature either a balcony overlooking the garden or pool 
area, or a peaceful private garden. Rooms come with safety box, mini-
bar, bathrobe, slippers, hairdryer, air conditioning, cable TV with flat 
screen and tea-/coffee making facilities.

The Frangipani Villa Boutique Hotel 

The villa hotel offers a pool, a shady garden restaurant and complimen-
tary use of guest bicycles.

LOCATION | 
Located in a quiet neighbourhood one block east of the river and 8 minutes 
walk from the popular Pub Street restaurant area.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All hotel rooms, interior spaces and landscaping are examples of 
contemporary Cambodian design. The rooms are spacious and well 
lit and come with desk area, comfortable seating and a modern 
bathroom. Conveniences include free WiFi, cable TV, tea-/coffee 
making facilities, minibar, hairdryer and safety box.

The Frangipani Green Garden Hotel & Spa 

Fully refurbished in July 2012, the core of this 3-star hotel with restaurant 
is the spa and the huge garden with pool, surrounded by palm trees and 
tropical flowers. 

LOCATION | 
It is conveniently located in the heart of Siem Reap within walking distance 
of shops, restaurants, museums and the city’s commercial district.

ACCOMMODATION | 
13 air conditioned suites and rooms in two buildings are beautifully 
decorated with Cambodian style furnishings. They come with fan, ca-
ble TV, hairdryer, minibar and tea-/coffee making facilities.

| Siem Reap
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Soria Moria Boutique Hotel 

Established in 2007 by a Norwegian couple with a strong interest in sus-
tainable development of tourism, the small intimate hotel is the first 
employee-owned hotel in Cambodia. It offers a restaurant, a rooftop 
bar, a new swimming pool, a gym, a shop, an open-sky Jacuzzi and a 
sundeck.

LOCATION | 
It is centrally located on popular Wat Bo Road, within short walking dis-
tance to the old market and the bustling Pub Street.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The 38 comfortable, bright and spacious rooms are well-appointed with 
air conditioning, cable TV, minibar, coffee-/tea making facilities and free 
WiFi. 

Mulberry Boutique Hotel 

The boutique hotel has a small beautiful garden with pool and a small 
open air Thai restaurant, surrounded by greeneries with the sound of 
a fountain. 

LOCATION | 
Centrally located within 5 minutes walk to Pub Street, night market and 
the popular old market. Angkor Wat is 10 kilometres away from the hotel.

ACCOMMODATION | 
14 spacious, contemporary and stylish rooms have individual air condi-
tioning, flat screen TV, minibar, hairdryer, slippers free WIFI, safety box 
and tea-/coffee making facilities. Duplex family rooms are available 
along with a unique room in a traditional wooden house.

City River Hotel 

This 3-star property with restaurant, poolside bar, gym, conference room 
and massage service, through employment, helps to support orphans and 
families living in poverty. The roof-top swimming pool with spectacular 
views is the only one of its kind in Siem Reap. 

LOCATION | 
The hotel is beautifully located on the bank of Siem Reap River. The night 
market and the Pub Street are within walking distance.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Spacious and airy, the rooms are beautifully decorated with dark wooden 
furniture and all standard amenities like bathtub and shower, individually 
controlled air conditioning, minibar, safety box, cable TV and broadband 
internet access.

Casa Angkor Hotel

The two storey boutique hotel in a colonial style offers a restaurant, a 
poolside bar and a coffee shop/café. Recreational amenities include an 
outdoor pool and a fitness facility.

LOCATION | 
It is located in a quiet side street in the middle of the Old French Quarter. 
The night market and the Pub Street are within walking distance.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Tastefully decorated rooms with warm lighting include air conditioning, 
minibar, tea-/coffee making facilities, hairdryer, bathrobes, safety box, 
LCD TV and free WiFi. Some rooms have a balcony.
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Golden Palace

The 2-star hotel features a restaurant, a coffee shop and a business 
centre. A safety box is located at the reception.

LOCATION | 
Located in front of Soun Yu Van Garden, the hotel has easy access to 
the city’s attractions and landmarks such as the Museum of Battambang 
and the University of Battambang. The airport is two kilometers away.

ACCOMMODATION | 
50 rooms with air conditioning, refrigerator, TV, desk and free LAN.

The Stung Sangke Hotel 

The hotel features a pool on the second floor, gym for cardio and weight 
training, traditional Khmer massages, restaurant with Asian and West-
ern dishes, business centre and meeting facilities including a ball room.

LOCATION | 
Set within the heart of the city of Battambang.

ACCOMMODATION | 
130 comfortable rooms with wooden furniture come with air condition-
ing, cable TV, bedside control panel with light switch, minibar, tea-/
coffee making facilities, bathtub, slipper and guest amenities.

King Fy Hotel Battambang

The hotel features a restaurant, café, lounge, indoor pool, spa treat-
ments, steam, Jacuzzi, mini-mart, business centre and meeting room.
 
LOCATION | 
Centrally located in Battambang’s historic French Colonial centre on 
the Sangke River near Wat Kandal, Wat Pacha, and the Museum.

ACCOMMODATION | 
65 air-conditioned rooms come with a wooden floor, minibar, tea-/cof-
fee making facilities, flat-screen Satellite TV, safety box and free WiFi. 
Bathrooms have a rain shower or bathtub, Many rooms have a balcony.

Battambang Resort

Guests can relax in the salt water pool, Jacuzzi or in the hammocks 
within the spacious tropical gardens. The restaurant uses seasonal 
fresh ingredients from the garden and grows their own rice. Compli-
mentary pedalos and city bikes are provided.

LOCATION | 
Located in the midst of serene rice fields, 10 minutes drive from Bat-
tambang town.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The small resort has garden, lake and family rooms with air condition-
ing, fan, hairdryer, safety box, fridge and tea-/coffee making facilities. 
WiFi is available around the resort.
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The Independence Hotel 

The Independence Hotel was built in the 1960’s. The 7 floors building 
was the work of renowned French architects of that epoch while the 
interior was designed by no other than King Sihanouk, the ruler of 
the Kingdom of Cambodia during that era. The hotel has since gone 
through a complete renovation yet still retains the charm of the era. 
Facilities include a swimming pool, a restaurant overlooking the sea 
and a spa.

LOCATION | 
Located directly on the beach front, 5mins drive from Kampong Som.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Fully restored to their former beauty and glory, the rooms & suites 
feature air - conditioning, coffee & tea making facilities, mini bar, 
electronic key card, in room safe, hair dryer and satellite TV.

Sokha Beach Resort & Spa 

The Sokha Beach Resort and Spa is a top choice for travellers who love 
relaxation and luxury. It is situated amongst the mist of beautifully 
landscaped beachfront and large gardens. The resort features low rise 
Khmer-style architecture that blends in a natural setting of lush gar-
den and resplendent sea. All guest rooms are spacious and comfortably 
designed to provide total relaxation.

LOCATION | 
Located directly on the beach front and only a 5 minute drive from 
the town of Kampong Som.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Features 166 rooms & suites with air - conditioning, IDD telephone, 
coffee & tea making facilities, mini bar, electronic key card, in room 
safe, hair dryer and satellite TV.
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Hotel

Located on the Gulf of Thailand, 223 km 
southwest of Phnom Penh, Kampong Som is 
Cambodia’s most popular seaside resort and 
the major coastal Cambodian port. 

The sandy beaches, laid-back atmosphere, 
range of recreational activities, and excellent 
seafood are all major tourist draws among 
western travellers

Ochheuteal is the Kingdom’s premier white 
sand beach and the busiest beach. On the 
northern end is Serendipity beach  while 
the quieter Independence beach is lo-
cated in front of the Independence Hotel. 
Victory beach is home to the popular Weather 
Station Hill - a booming budget traveller area.
Otres beach is quite undeveloped compared 
to other beaches. 

There are a number of islands around Siha-
noukville popular with snorkellers and scuba 
divers. Sihanoukville is also home to several for-
eign-owned scuba and snorkelling schools that 
offer PADI certification. 
The best time to travel to Sihanoukville is from 
beginning of November until end February. Dur-
ing this period the weather is cool yet there is 
still plenty of sunshine for the sun worshippers.
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| Sihanoukville

OC Boutique

The hotel offers recreational facilities such as Jacuzzi, outdoor pool, 
garden, Children’s pool and relax house. A restaurant, lobby lounge, 
chill out bar, conference room and free WiFi complete your stay.

LOCATION | 
Situated in Ochheuteal Beach, one kilometre from the city. 

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel has 66 stylishly designed guestrooms and suites in 11 room 
types and two buildings. The rooms are mainly white, with colourful 
accents. They are equipped with air conditioning, LCD TV with satellite 
and cable channels, safety  deposit box, kettle, refrigerator and desk.

Golden Sand 

The Golden Sand Hotel is a modern building with well appointed rooms, 
providing a relaxing stay with international comfort. Facilities include 
a large swimming pool which is the ideal place to relax and unwind.

LOCATION | 
Close to the Golden Lion and a few minutes walk from the beach. 
 
ACCOMMODATION  |
Offers 108 rooms; provided with air - conditioning, TV, telephone, 
internet connection, mini bar, safe deposit box.

Beach Club Resort 

The hotel facilities include a swimming pool, a garden setting restaurant, 
cocktail bar, poolside bar, massages and beauty salon.

LOCATION | 
200 metres from Golden Lions Circle and 5mins stroll to Ochheuteal Beach.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All rooms have swimming pool view and a large en-suite bathroom 
with amenities. They are equipped with modern facilities like air 
conditioning, ceiling fan, cable TV, free WiFi, safety box, mini bar 
and two complimentary bottles of water per day. 

The Moon Julie Hotel 

The hotel aspires to be one of Cambodia new four star luxury hotels in 
Sihanouk Ville, offering a distinctive modern contemporary setting with 
all the modern facilities and services; which the astute guest is seeking 
for in a hotel of its competence. As a premier hotel it again offers its 
distinguished guests supreme comfort and privacy in city surroundings.

LOCATION | 
It is a 5-minute walk to Ochheuteal and Serendipity Beaches in 
Sihanoukville. Sihanoukville Train Station is 5.5 km away, while 
Sihanoukville International Airport is 20 km away.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The elegantly furnished rooms are air conditioned and feature a bal-
cony. They have a flat-screen cable TV and coffee and tea making 
facilities. The private bathroom comes with a shower, hairdryer and 
free toiletries. The room offers a complimentary bottle of water.
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Crystal Hotel 

Built in the shape of a giant blue colour boat on shore, the hotel of-
fers a restaurant and a pub on the roof top with 180º ocean view. The 
conference room facilities also have a 180º ocean view.

LOCATION | 
It is located just 2 minutes walk from the white sands of Ochheuteal Beach, 
the most popular crystal white sand beach of Sihanoukville.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The simple air conditioned rooms are decorated with teak wood furniture. 
Most rooms are facing to the ocean and have cable TV, minibar, free WiFi 
and complimentary coffee, tea and drinking water.

Chez Claude

The resort offers panoramic views over the sea and a restaurant 
that specialises in seafood and a bar.

LOCATION | 
Located on a hill between Sokkha Beach and Independence Beach.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The 13 bungalows and rooms have each been built in a different style main-
ly from local timber and are located just below the restaurant. All come 
with a comfortable bed with mosquito net and fans, a separate shower-
toilet room with hot water, and a large balcony facing the ocean.

White Beach Hotel 

The 3 star hotel features a swimming pool, restaurant, meeting room, 
massage on call and wireless internet access. 

LOCATION | 
In front of Ochheuteal Beach, the most popular of Sihanoukville’s beaches.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Traditionally styled rooms have sea view, mountain view or both. All rooms 
come with air conditioning, cable TV, minibar, private bathroom, bathroom 
amenities, tea-/coffee making facilities and WiFi internet.

Seaside Hotel Kampong Som

The Seaside Hotel is built like a lavish pagoda in contemporary 
Khmer architecture. The beach is only a two minute walk away. Rooms 
are well presented and comfortable.

LOCATION | 
On the Southeast of Sihanoukville city, close to the Ochheuteal Beach, 
3.5 hours drive from Phnom Penh. 

ACCOMMODATION  |
Offers 41 rooms equipped with IDD telephone, air - conditioning, 
satellite television and mini bar/ refrigerator, IDD phone. 

Pagoda Rocks Boutique Resort

The boutique resort in a garden setting offers panoramic views of the 
coast, the islands and beyond. Relax at the infinity swimming pool and 
enjoy your meal at the restaurant/bar.

LOCATION | 
Located on the top of a hill, the nearest neighbours are the monks at Wat 
Leu and the resident monkeys.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Pagoda Rocks offers 13 bungalows and one 2-bedroom family apartments. 
All include air conditioning, flat screen TV, DVD player, WiFi and minibar.
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Song Saa Private Island 

Cambodia’s first luxury private island resort. The restaurant and lounge 
are spectacularly positioned, surrounded by sea. An infinity edge pool, 
spa, yoga and meditation centre, water sports and an ecological pro-
gramme complete the experience.

LOCATION | 
The resort is on Koh Ouen and Koh Bong - two small islands in Cambodia’s 
Koh Rong archipelago, connected by a footbridge. It is a 35 minute boat 
ride from Sihanoukville.

ACCOMMODATION | 
27 intimate over-water, jungle and ocean-view villas reflect the simple 
beauty of the natural environment, built with sustainable materials. The 
expansive luxury villas with hand-crafted furniture have outdoor showers, 
private decks and pools.
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Koh Kong Resort 

The casino hotel offers two restaurants, two bars, a coffee corner and 
a VIP lounge. Recreation facilities include a fitness centre, massage, 
spa, sauna, steam and the largest swimming pool along with views of 
Koh Kong beach and the sea. Also available: duty free shop, business 
centre, conference hall and meeting room.

LOCATION | 

Situated along the beachfront in Koh Kong, close to the Thai-Cambodian 
border.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All rooms come with TV and satellite channels, home movies and minibar.

Koh Kong Bay 

With seats on a platform over the water, the hotel offers wonderful 
sea views from the Mediterranean and sea food restaurant. A pool bar, 
swimming pool, spa with steam room and massage facility as well as 
free WiFi on the entire complex complete your stay.

LOCATION | 
Located on the mouth of Ko Pao River on the river bank.

ACCOMMODATION | 
19 tastefully renovated and decorated guest rooms with an elegant 
style and wooden floors, most overlooking the large river and Carda-
mom Mountains, come with all modern amenities. 

4 Rivers Floating Eco-Lodge 

The 4 Rivers Floating Eco Lodge is an environmentally friendly resort 
that floats on pontoons on the river. In addition to the surrounding 
scenery it offers the luxury and high-end facilities of a four-star bou-
tique resort including a restaurant and eco-friendly activities.

LOCATION | 
Spectacularly located on Tatai River in Tatai, next to the Thai border. 
Tatai is 20 minutes by car from Koh Kong City. It takes less than 10 
minutes with the speed boat or 25 minutes with the cruising boat from 
Tatai to the resort.

ACCOMMODATION | 
12 double and twin-bed tented villas, at 45 sqm, have an ensuite bath-
room, private extra-large sun-lounger on the terrace, flat-screen tele-
vision, minibar and WiFi. 

Thansur Bokor Highland Resort

It is the first and only highland resort in the Mekong sub-region and 
offers a casino, karaoke, spa, gym, pool and more than a dozen dining 
areas with different cuisines at every price range.

LOCATION | 
Located 1075 metres above sea level on the hill on Bokor Mountain, 45 
minutes drive from Kampot.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel has 418 rooms and suites with modern Khmer art, 
equipped with natural air-flow system, internet access, flat screen 
satellite TV, minibar, tea-/coffee making facilities, safety box, 
bathrobes and slippers.

| Koh Kong
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Le Flamboyant Resort 

The hotel features a beautiful swimming pool in a lush, tropical garden. 
The restaurant overlooks the pool and serves fresh regional cuisine.

LOCATION | 
The resort is located at the entrance to the seaside city of Kep.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Five semi-detached bungalows with two standard rooms each, two 
family suites, and two executive suites come with: a private terrace, 
king-size bed, minibar, desk, safety box, hairdryer, flat screen satellite 
TV, DVD/CD player, WiFi and coffee-/tea making facilities.

Champey Inn 

The resort features a swimming pool, an open air restaurant with 
French and seafood specialties and a sea terrace cocktail bar with 
spectacular sunset views.

LOCATION | 
Located in front of the sea, only 100 metres away from the popular 
Crab Market, a row of wooden waterfront shacks where you can buy 
mouth-watering grilled prawns, crab, squid, squid and fish.

ACCOMMODATION | 
8 renovated bungalows arranged with old traditional furniture come 
with air conditioning, minibar, safety box and free WiFi.

Villa Romonea 

This private luxurious villa has been designed in contemporary style 
with a tennis court, a 6 hole golf driving range, and an infinity pool 
with kids pool. Meals, drinks and recreation facilities are available. 
Individual rooms are available on weekends.

LOCATION | 
The 5 acre estate has 180 metres of seacoast, near Kep National Park. 
Restaurants are nearby.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The villa accommodates up to 12 guests in 6 modern rooms. It is 
equipped with air conditioning, ceiling fans, housekeeping service, 
safety box, entertainment room, satellite TV, DVD player and WiFi.

Knai Bang Chatt Resort

The villas were built in the 1970s by protégés of Vann Molyvann, a pupil 
of the world renowned Le Corbusier. Founded by two Belgians, the 
resort was transformed into a private hideaway. Guests can relax in the 
huge garden, in the salt water infinity pool, in the sunset bar and res-
taurant or while doing yoga and meditation, having a massage or just 
enjoying the panorama view. Water sport facilities include catamarans, 
speedboat and kayaks.

LOCATION | 
Located right on the coastline.

ACCOMMODATION | 
11 rooms in 3 villas are individually decorated and have large terraces 
open to the sea and islands.

Kep |
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Saravoan Hotel

The renovated Saravoan Hotel offers an outdoor swimming pool, a res-
taurant, lounge – all with sea view, and a business centre. 

LOCATION | 
The hotel is located 20 metres away from Kep Beach, close to the mar-
ket, restaurants and shops.

ACCOMMODATION | 
16 air-conditioned well-appointed rooms with handmade furniture 
come with balcony or terrace with sea view, rain shower stall, flat 
screen TV and large sitting area. A fan is available. 

The Beach House

The hotel also features a nice garden, a small pool with waterfalls, a 
spa and a meeting room.

LOCATION | 
The Beach House is located at Kep beach, perched on a hill overlooking 
a tree-lined beach front.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel offers 16 simple air-conditioned rooms with hot water and 
satellite television. All double and twin rooms have ocean views. Fam-
ily rooms have a garden view and a private verandah.

Vanna Hill Resort 

Set in a beautiful tropical garden of 2 hectares, the hotel’s core is the 
swimming pool with sun terrace and exceptional view of the sea. The 
panoramic restaurant serves Khmer and international dishes. 

LOCATION | 
The resort sits at an altitude of 200m in the heart of Kep National Park, 
offering views of the Gulf of Thailand and Bokor Mountain. 

ACCOMMODATION | 
20 bungalows in Khmer style are equipped with a private terrace, a 
private bathroom, mini refrigerators and free WiFi.

Veranda Natural Resort 

Veranda Natural Resort is a few minutes from the beach, overlooking 
the Gulf of Thailand, Phuc Quoc Island and Bokor Mountain. The resort 
offers exclusive private bungalows and family bungalows connected 
with long wooden raised bridges and designed using natural materials.

LOCATION | 
Located ion the hillside just a few minutes from the beach.

ACCOMMODATION  |
Features 16 bungalows and the very new Family Deluxe Suite. All 
come with fan and hot water. Some has air conditioning.

Rock Royal Hotel

Opened in April 2012, the hotel features a garden, spa with sauna and 
steam room (under construction), gym, restaurant and a private beach 
with beach bar. Also meeting facilities and free WiFi is available.

LOCATION | 
Encircling almost 6 hectares of natural vegetation landscape, guests 
just need to cross the street to be on the sea.

ACCOMMODATION | 
120 guest rooms and 15 bungalows in Cambodian and European style 
offer elegant design.

| Kep
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Kampot Diamond Hotel

The multi-storey hotel offers a restaurant serving western and Asian 
food and free internet Wifi at their business centre.

LOCATION | 
Located in the city centre of Kampot.

ACCOMMODATION | 
All of the 50 air conditioned rooms have a private balcony, where guests 
can sit back and enjoy the scenic views of rivers and Bokor Mountain Na-
tional Park. All the spacious rooms have tiled floors, and are equipped with 
cable TV and a minibar. Private bathrooms come with shower facilities and 
toiletries.

The Columns 

These historic French colonial houses have been restored to their origi-
nal charm but with the addition of modern functionality and comforts. 
A new coffee shop has just been added.

LOCATION | 
It is located on a quiet tree-lined street in the heart of old town of Kampot.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel offers 17 rooms designed in an understated style. Local crafts-
men created the hard wood furnishings, silk cushions and décor. Each room 
comes with air conditioning, ceiling fan, rain head shower, flat screen cable 
TV, DVD player with a large selection of DVDs, minibar, lock box, iPod or 
iPhone docking station and free WiFi.

Natural Bungalows 

The hotel compound is surrounded by a tropical garden situated be-
tween the jungle mountains and the Kampot River. It offers a restau-
rant on the river, a bar and massage on call.

LOCATION | 
Located directly on the Kampot River, just next to the new bridge, in the 
centre of Kampot.

ACCOMMODATION | 
Natural Bungalows has 23 simple bungalows, furnished in a rustic wooden 
style.  All rooms are equipped with minibar, cable TV, hot water shower, 
WiFi, two bottles of drinking water per day, spring mattresses and bed 
lights. Guests are able to choose between a fan and an air-conditioned 
room.

Nataya Coral Beach 

The retreat with spa, infinity pool, jetty with relaxation huts, newly 
built gym, restaurant and roof top bar lies in a quiet, tranquil environ-
ment on the beach. 

LOCATION | 
Located 16 km from Kampot and nestled at the foothills of Bokor Mountains 
at Prek Ampil.

ACCOMMODATION | 
The hotel is based on beachfront bungalows. All rooms have views of the 
sea with some rooms enjoying views of both the sea and the infinity pool. 
Facilities provided in each room include: an open air shower (some rooms 
have both indoor and outdoor showers), minibar, safety box, cable TV, DVD 
player and hairdryer. 

| Kampot
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Excursions |

Although Cambodia’s premier highlights are the 
spectacular temples of Angkor, there is far more to 
the country. In Phnom Penh, the colonial capital, 
there are numerous pagodas and interesting museums 
to visit; on the coast are beautiful unspoiled beaches 
and inland there is impressive natural scenery.

KAMPONG SOM (Sihanoukville) |
Island Excursion (full day) |
Snorkelling excursions can be arranged to the 
many islands just offshore, and scuba diving is a  
possibility if arrangements are made in advance. The 
closest island is Koh Pos (Snake Island), just 800m 
offshore. However, the closest offering recreational 
activities are Koh Thas, located about 1 hour away. 
This island has two nice beaches and surrounding rocks 
which offer good snorkelling. Koh Rong Sanloem is the 
nicest island within daytrip distance (approximately 
2 hours each way), with several attractive, sheltered 
beaches.

Bokor National Park (full day) |
This vast nature reserve is home to an abundance 
of animal and plant life. Atop the solitary peak of  
Bokor Mountain is an abandoned colonial hill station, 
with an echoing casino and church, now a faded but 
compelling reminder of bygone days. Also nearby are 
the beautiful Popokvil Falls (sometimes may not be 
visited in dry season). Note | currently limited access 
due to work on road improvements.

KEP |
Island Excursion (full day) |
Take a local fishing boat to explore the nearby islands, 
located just off the coast of Kep. Take the opportunity 
lounge in the sun and swim to your heart’s content.

PHNOM PENH |
Angkor (full day) |
The temples of Angkor Wat may be seen in a day 
trip from Phnom Penh, using a return flight. The  
itinerary includes Angkor Wat and the Royal City of Angkor
Thom (including the South Gate, the Bayon, the 
Baphuon and others).

Sunset Cruise on the Mekong (1hour) | 
Take a 1 hour cruise on the Tonle Sap/Mekong. Only 
a short drive from Siem Reap is the Great Tonle 
Sap Lake, home to a complex ecological balance
between water, plants, wildlife and humans. Once 
every year, the lake renews itself, expanding up to 
ten times its former size. As the monsoon rains swell 
the Mekong River and force the Tonle Sap River to 
reverse its flow, millions of fish flock downstream to 
the lake, making it, for those months, the richest 
fishing ground in Southeast Asia.

Oudong (half day) |
Travel northeast to Oudong, the former capital of 
Cambodia between 1618 and 1866. The twin ridges 
of Phnom Oudong feature several stupas containing the
ashes of former Khmer kings. On the larger hill are 
the remains of Vihear Preah Ath Roes, Vihara of 
the 18-Cubit Buddha. After exploring the temples,  
enjoy the panoramic views of the Cambodian  
countryside. En route, stop at an ethnic Cham  
Village and Kompong Luong. Enjoy a brief tour of a local 
workshop, assisted by the Cambodian Craft Coopera-
tion, a German NGO, before returning to Phnom Penh.

City Tour (full day) |
This tour shows the highlights of Phnom Penh.

Visit Wat Phnom, Wat Ounalom, Royal Palace & Silver 
Pagoda, National Museum, Toul Sleng and Central 
Market. Prior to 1975, Toul Sleng was a high school, 
named Toul Svay Prey, but under the Khmer Rouge 
it was converted into a prison and torture facility 
known as Security Prison 21 (S-21). It processed over 
17,000 people, only seven of whom walked out alive. 
The building now serves as a museum and a memorial. 
It has largely been left in the same state as when the 
Khmer Rouge abandoned it. The prison kept extensive 
records, leaving thousand of photos of their victims. 
Paintings of torture by Vann Nath, one of the seven 
survivors, are also on display.

Takeo (full day) |
This excursion goes to the provincial capital with visit to 
Angkor Borei, a 6th century monument built in laterite 
by King Rudravarman of Funan. His patron deity was 
Vishnu and many Hindu statues survive from this site.
It is one of the few remaining sites with traces of the 
Kingdom of Funan (a kingdom influenced by India and 
thought to have spread as far as southern Burma and 
Indonesia).

The Killing Fields and Tuol Sleng (half day) |
This infamous camp was the site of mass executions 
under the Khmer Rouge and is now a memorial to its 
thousands of victims. Paintings of torture by Vann 
Nath, one of the seven survivors, are also on display.
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Excursions |
SIEM REAP |

Angkor (full day) |
The temples of Angkor Wat may be seen in a day trip from 
Phnom Penh, using a return flight. The itinerary includes 
Angkor Wat and the Royal City of Angkor Thom (including 
the South Gate, the Bayon, the Baphuon and others). 

Preah Vihear (full day) |
Perched on a dramatic mountain crest, the stunning 
temple complex of Preah Vihear dates from the reign of 
Suryavarman I. Once an important pilgrimage site, the 
temple is a series of five gopura, or gateways, connected 
by causeways that lead to the central sanctuary locat-
ed on the edge of the cliff. The climb to the top of the 
mountain is approximately 2 hours on shaded but steep 
mountain paths; alternatively, it is possible to ascend the 
mountainside by local truck. At the peak, the visitor is 
rewarded with spectacular views over the plains below, 
stretching as far as Phnom Kulen in the distance.

Angkor Balloon (10 minutes) |
Located approximately 500 meters west of Angkor 
Wat, this stationary balloon offers panoramic views of 
Angkor, Siem Reap and the Barays. The duration of a 
balloon ride is approximately 10 minutes, with maxi-
mum capacity of 15 people. From the balloon one can 
enjoy a picturesque view of Angkor.

Beng Mealea (full day) |
Surrounded by a vast moat, this 12th century temple fol-
lows a complex floor plan similar to Angkor Wat, but with 
a haunting jungle atmosphere similar to Ta Phrom. Visitors 
that make their way through the ruined stone blocks and 
wandering tree routes are rewarded by the sight of beau-
tiful classical bas reliefs.

Koh Ker (full day) |
Visit the remote group of early Angkorian ruins from the 
10th century capital of Jayavarman IV. Several monu-
ments and temples still remain, with some of the most 
interesting being the pyramidal Prasat Thom, Prasat Bram 
and Prasat Leung.

Phnom Kulen (full day) |
Historically revered by all Cambodians as a sacred place 
of pilgrimage, Phnom Kulen was the site then known as 
Mount Mahendraparvata that Jayavarman II chose in 802 
to proclaim himself a divine universal ruler and marked 
the beginning of the Angkor period of Khmer history.

Phnom Kulen and Banteay Srei (full day)  |
Visit Phnom Kulen Mountain, featuring the river of the 
hundred lingas, a cascading waterfall and the Reclining 
Buddha. Afterwards, stop at Banteay Srei, a miniature 
temple with exquisite sandstone carvings. The site 
includes a pagoda with a reclining Buddha. A nearby 
waterfall is very inviting for a picnic and bathing in 
the fresh water.

Prek Tuol Bird Conservation Area (full day) |
Part of the Tonle Sap Lake, this sanctuary contains per-
haps the most varied collection of birds in all of Southeast 
Asia. A full day trip to the bird sanctuary includes fishing 
villages and the submerged forest. The best times for bird 
watching are from December to March. Departure is at 
4 or 5 am. Food and water must be brought for the trip.

Tonle Sap Lake (half day) |
This excursion includes a boat trip on the Tonle Sap Lake, 
home to a complex ecological balance between water, 
plants, wildlife and humans. Once every year, the lake re-
news itself, expanding up to ten times its former size. As 
the monsoon rains swell the Mekong River and force the 
Tonle Sap River to reverse its flow, millions of fish flock 
downstream to the lake, making it, for those months, the 
richest fishing ground in Southeast Asia.
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